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- Georgetown Arrests 35 Students, Scraps Shanty
|

’86),

by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA

by Rob Nau

Georgetown

Assistant News Editor

(GUPS)

The Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) endorsed a petition at its April 27 meeting condemn-

ing the University’s actions against antierected

V

shanties on Copley Lawn. The petition
was approved by a vote of 7-5.
Introduced by representative Mark
Johnson (SFS ’89), the petition “condemned the University’s decision to
arrest 36 Georgetown University stu-

1

dents... (by) calling in the District of

1

Columbia Metro Police.” Terming the
act “reprehensible,” the petition urged
the University to drop its legal charges
as well as disciplinary procedures.
The petition, distributed at the meeting by members of the Student Coalition Against Apartheid and Racism

J
L

;

(SCAR) and the Progressive Student
Union (PSU), was written by Rob Tobin
(SES ’88), one of the students arrested

GUSA did not have the necessary facts
to condemn the University. They
claimed that the information on which
GUSA was basing its judgments was

“hearsay”.
Dean of Student Affairs Jack
DeGioia was not present at the meeting, nor were other members of the
administration.
Members of SCAR and PSU were
present throughout debate, however.
SCAR President Marguerite Fletcher
(SFS ’86) said that she received only a

“general
warning”
from
DeGioia
against erecting the shanties. Fletcher
said that she was not made aware until
early Friday morning that there would
be arrests if the students did not evacuate the shanties.
continued on page 5

Photos

by

hristin

Dartmouth,

Brown,

Harvard See Similar Protests

Other Colleges Also Come Under Fire
demonstrators took over an administration building to de-

by Chris Donesa
HOYA

Assistant News Editor

The anti-apartheid protests of the Student Coalition
Against Apartheid and Racism (SCAR), which resulted in
35 arrests for the occupation of White-Gravenor and the
construction of a shanty in front of the building, represent
only part of an expanding series of campus demonstrations

nationwide. Georgetown and other universities have chosen to deal forcefully with the issue, but no clear consensus has arisen on how to reach a solution to the protests,

and controversy and national media attention have placed
administrators on the firing line.
While relatively minor South African protests have occurred on campuses for years, the issue first came to
national prominence with the erection and subsequent
destruction of shanties at Dartmouth College in late Janu-

ary. The incident produced not only an uproar within the
student body, but a growing crisis for Dartmouth’s administration.

According to The Dartmouth (Dartmouth’s daily newspaper), 250 students almost immediately gathered to protest the sledgehammer attack on the shantytown by members of the Dartmouth Review, and the next day 200

mand action in response to the assault. The absence of
Dartmouth President David McLaughlin from campus on
a fundraising trip left the matter in the hands of Dean
Edward Shanahan and fueled student accusations of insensitivity to their cause.
Late on the evening of the shanty destruction, Shanahan
declined to take action against the students occupying the

building and announced that he had scheduled an emergency meeting of the Faculty Executive Committee, which

in turn cancelled a day of classes and substituted a series
of discussions on “intolerance in the community.”

While Dartmouth had 29 protestors arrested for occupying the Presidents Office during an interview with a New
York Times reporter, and

18 arrested for obstructing the

removal of a shanty, the only disciplinary sanctions resulting from the clash were against the students who had
attacked the shanties in January. All ten students who
participated in the assault received suspensions in March
of between one and three terms, which McLaughlin later
reduced to disciplinary probation for six and a single
term for the other four, citing “significant hardship”
which resulted from national attention surrounding the
continued on page 5

George Bush (SES ’86).

The number of fights at the Pub has
risen in recent weeks to an average of
one fight per night between Thursday
and Saturday, according to Pub Managers.
The most frequent provocation of
fights seems to be spilled beer, as
overcrowding has made it difficult to
avoid bumping into other customers.
Often, these accidents provoke hostile .

responses and fighting follows.
When

an incident occurs,

the Pub

staff’s first priority is “to get it outside,”
said

manager

Pete

Clare

(SBA

87).

Staff members will attempt to physically prevent those involved from
attacking each other. When participants refuse to halt their actions, the
staff will try to determine “whoever is
more belligerent and unreasonable”
and “escort them out,” said manager

Police for additional support.
There have also been reports of
fairly serious hitting and shoving, and
at least one lost tooth, though no one
has been hospitalized as a result of
Pub violence. Bush reported that the
Pub staff is sometimes pushed and
shoved in the course of breaking up a
fight, but so far no one has been hurt.
Managers explained that on weekend
nights the staff is predominantly male,
which they hope will act to discourage
violence.
Bush and Clare commented that as
it gets warmer and students spend
more time relaxing, and often drinking,
fights are more easily started. All of

Sr

Thursday. “The majority of students
wanted to keep it open over the week-

politan Police Department (MPD) last
Friday at 8:34 a.m.
The arrests attracted widespread me-

earlier.”

crews from

The Office of University Relations
had issued a news release Thursday
afternoon which said that Dean of
Student Affairs Jack DeGioia “cannot
provide sufficient protection to students demonstrating by means of a

on their evening newscasts. In addition, the incident was covered on NBC
Nightly News with Tom Brokaw Friday

shanty

evening.

lead to personal or property damage,
or events that could seriously disrupt
the educational process at George-

GUPS officers arrested 29 student
protestors after they refused to vacate
the lobby of White-Gravenor. An additional six students went to jail after
they attempted to block police vehicles
carrying demonstators to Washington’s
second district police station as they
left Healy Circle.

The University

charged

the sit-in

the

of (sic) shantytown...

existence

of shanties,

Thus,

or other

activities that could endanger students,

town, cannot and will not be allowed.”

“I have a fiduciary responsibility to
protect the members of this community,” DeGioia commented, “and it was
my judgment that if the shanty went
up I would no longer be honoring that

‘continued on'page 5°

protestors with unlawful entry of White-

Gravenor, and those blocking the road
were charged with “incommoding,”

a

charge resulting from obstruction of
, public roads.
Freedom College demonstrators sang
“We Shall Overcome” as Protective
Service officers picked them up and
carried them to waiting police vans
before numerous onlookers and several
television crews.

Freedom College had erected the
shanty following a skirmish beween
protestors and GUPS officers Thursday
afternoon as part of the continuing
attempt to convince the University to

divest itself of stock it holds in companies conducting business in South
Africa.

According
spokeswoman

to Freedom College
and Student Coalition

¥

i

‘Photo

by Guy Cote

Dean of Student Affairs Jack DeGioia.

Davis Reflects on Georgetown Life
by Mary Carroll Johansen

the incidents appeared to have highly
intoxicated people. However, according to Clare, the upswing in the number
of fights has “been building all year,”
indicating that the problem may be
a part of a general trend, not simply a
product of spring weather.
Student frustration with raised academic pressure at the end of the semester was also cited as a possible
cause.
Decisions by Pub staff to stop serving
alcohol to drunken patrons has also
prompted hostility. Angry responses
such as “I'm going to sue you’ and “I'm
a med student, you can’t do
me” are common, said Bush.

members

this to

Thus far, the Pub has delayed establishing a more severe policy against
fights, choosing only to remove the
offenders. Decisions on possible alternatives will be postponed until an
assessment of the situation and long-

News Editor

During the last several years, Georgetown’s academic
standing has risen steadily, changing it from a “good
Catholic college” to a nationally known institution,
drawing students from all backgrounds and earning a
spot in the Barron's Guide to Colleges as a “most
selective” college. The University accepted only 20
percent of its 12,400 applicants, including just 17 percent
of its applicants to the most competitive school in the
University, the College of Arts and Sciences.
The University administration, however, stresses that

Georgetown attempts to give its students not just an
academic but also a moral education. According to
President Timothy S. Healy, S.J. what separates Georgetown from other schools of its calibre is that Georgetown
attempts to instill values in its students.

College Dean Royden B. Davis characterizes this as a
“valid statement.” “It seems that one hopes that one is
invited to have a questioning mind about the outcome,
the impact, the direction of any particular plan or
decision and some sense of the moral implications of
one’s decisions, some sense of moral responsibility . . . It
is part of the Christian-Judeo tradition. It is certainly

true from my observations of the campus media that

term impact can be made.

students seem to talk a lot in moral and religious terms,
probably more so than most other university students.
It means something about the context in which we are
living that fosters and encourages it.”
Davis sees a well-educated Georgetown student as
one who is “articulate and has developed a sense of
community consciousness, of social responsiblity which
should extend beyond the boundaries of the U.S., who
has developed skills of imagination and intellectual
process so they're not trapped in the world in which
they are living, who has come to a realization of his or
her relationship to God, however that person perceives,
God; someone who has grown in real confidence in
their talents and abilities and sees them as a means by
which he or she can serve their fellow men and
women.”
Davis believes the current review of the core curriculum should encourage courses that stress the liberal
arts and improve communication through classes focusing on writing and speech. Davis advocates courses
that offer a knowledge of the past as well as a basis
for being able to make critical judgments about the
present.
The dean supports the addition of a women’s studies
program to the College curriculum because he sees it as
“a discipline within itself.” He says that faculty members
within the University have suggested the program and
he sees the University as moving toward its addition,
especially since faculty members such as History
Professor Dorothy Brown, and English Professors Leona
Fisher and Susan Lanser among other have gained
experience during the past few years in teaching

¥

women’s courses.

A gang of white and black youths
attacked a group of approximately 20
Georgetown students at about 3 a.m.
last Saturday morning on O Street
between Wisconsin and Potomac Avenues.
According to Heidi Daniels (SLL

The boys began to intermingle with
the Georgetown students and about
ten more youths joined them. The
Georgetown students continued walking towards campus, but the youths
began hitting them as they reached
33rd Street and separated one male
student from the group and beat him
up.
“I lived at 35th and O, so I figured I

by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA

hb)

et omit now

officers have been forced to call Metro

College

end,” Fletcher said. “They couldnt
see the sense of having the rally and
perhaps bringing in the shanty and
then closing it down. But it would
have ended within a week if not

Teenagers Attack GU Students

3
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On several occasions, hostilities have
continued in front of the Pub and
GUPS has had to intevene. Although
usually successful in stopping violence,
there have been instances when GUPS

Freedom

town students, tore down a Freedom
College shanty on Copley Lawn, and
ended Freedom College's two week
old sit-in at White-Gravenor in a concerted action by GUPS and the Metro-

Against Apartheid and Racism (SCAR)
President Marguerite Fletcher (SFS

HOYA

Staff Writer

Driscoll

Protective Services officers drag away a student protestor who had blocked the road into Healy Circle (left), as
maintenance workers tear down the Freedom College shanty under the watchful eyes of more policemen.

Fighting at the Center Pub Escalates
HOYA

Services
35 George-

WILA-Channel 7, WDVM-Channel 9,
and WRC-Channel 4 recorded the incident and gave it prominent coverage

Year-Long Trend Continues

by Leslie Thomas

Protective

dia attention. Television

by DC police last Friday. The petition
met with resistance from Assembly representatives Charlie Brown (CAS 86);
Bart Moore (SFS 87) and Bob Redmond (CAS ’88), who believed that

Editors

officers arrested

the

News Editor

"87), one of the victims, the group of

could

Georgetown students, all members of

Daniels said. “At least it would be a

go

there

and

call the

police,”

Mask and Bauble Dramatic Society,
was returning to campus from the

safe haven. When they started beating
him (the male student) up, there was

American Cafe when they passed five
or six high-school boys on O Street.

nothing I could do, so I went home
and called the police.”
:

When

Davis believes Healy has brought the University “into
a richer image of itself and what it can be. He brought
us very clearly into the full scene of American higher
education . ..as a spokesman for the University and
higher education.”
8
:
Davis explains Healy's lack of visibility on campus by
saying he “has a tremendous weight of work to do. The
president must represent the University not just in the
world of funding but the whole world of higher
education.”
:
The dean believes he himself is relatively accessible.

the police arrived ten min-

utes later, the youths fled. None

was

apprehended.
Two Georgetown students required
hospitalization, one for cuts and bruises
and the other for a mild concussion.
According to Daniels, one of the
youths told her, “We

were bored this

weekend . . . this is how we have fun.”
Washington’s Second Police District
classified the case a simple assault. No
warrant for the youths’ arrest will be
issued unless they are spotted or identified by name.
The case has been

assigned

to Of-

ficer Terry in the Second District.

“I've lived in corridor since about 1965,” Davis noted.
Photo

by Christin Driscoll

Dean of the College Royden Davis, S.J.
cS

|

held a vote Wednesday, April 23 to
determine whether to close Freedom
College following its planned rally

and Chris Donesa

apartheid demonstrators who

SR

Freedom College Protest

Arrests
HOYA

my RS

University Shuts Down
ES

Assembly
Condemns

Fa

“I think I have good contact with the students and I
think except when things get too busy students find
their way to me one way or another.”
UR

7
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Phi Beta Kappa Inducts 72
The Phi Beta Kappa chapter of Georgetown

University has elected 63

The new members will be inducted at a ceremony on Sunday May 4 at 4:00

1. While

five fire trucks from the DC

Fire

used in a food pan, spread smoke across the sixth floor, resulting in the
evacuation of all students from the building at about 4:40 p.m. After a
determination that the fire danger no longer existed, however, some classes
moved back inside while others continued at outside locations.

Georgetown

the department. In the last two years,
the department's professors have pub-

He replaces Matthew F. McNulty, ScD., who joined Georgetown in 1969
and served until his retirement this year.

lished six monographs as well as numerous articles that have been published in scholarly journals.

of Tennessee,

Team

Memphis,

The

Health

is “Outstanding”

Two

Georgetown

chaplains

have

conclusion of spring semester, Campus

resigned

their posts effective

overcrowding. The library will permit only Medical Center faculty, staff and

the Rev. Bruce

Bruce

Epperly

at the

will remain

has been hiring new, young professors
who, in turn, have been writing more.
Rev. Jeffrey Von Arx, S.I, a member
of the History Department since 1982

Dr. Thomas Helde, a professor for

Ministry recently announced.

Epperly, for four years. Rev.

assistant professor in the department,
agrees with Tucker and adds that one
of the reasons that so many books are
being written is that the department

20 years at Georgetown and currently
in his second year as chairman of the

The two chaplains are the Rev. Katherine Epperly and the Rev. Paul G.
Economides. Epperly has been a Protestant chaplain along with her husband,

Dahlgren Meiiorial Library in Groton. Medical Center will limit access to its facilities from Tuesday, May .6- through Thursday, May 15 due to

Department

Science

at the University

Chaplains Resign Their Posts

Library Limits Access

students using health science materials to enter.

of the

team of Maureen Hardy (CAS '86), Mike Irizarry (CAS '86) and Steve Penrice
(CAS 86) was one of eight teams designated “Outstanding” in the contest of
118 teams held the weekend of February 7-9.
The members of the team presented
their work at mathematical meetings in Fredericksburg, VA April 26 and will travel to conferences in
Boston, MA in July and in St. Louis, MO next year.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics Andrew Vogt coaches the team.

Department responded to the incident, the fire had been extinguished prior
to their arrival.
The fire, caused by a paper tablecloth which was ignited by a can of sterno

Med

director

The Georgetown University 1986 Mathematical Competition in Modeling

A fire in a sixth floor conference room resulted in temporary evacuation of

History

tions written by its professors, resulting
in increased national recognition of

Math

Fire Causes ICC Evacuation

Georgetown’s

Griffith is currently professor and chairman of pediatrics and professor of

and

Center.

ship, friendship and cultural interests.” Georgetown’s chapter was founded in
1965.

Assistant News Editor

has seen a marked increase in publica-

neurology

College of William and Mary in order to “recognize and encourage scholar-

May

HOYA

University

sciences

reasons for writing a book, but she
also said that she believes that it is
becoming an expectation of professors
to write books and articles at Georgetown.
Professor Howard Spendelow, an

by Rob Nau

Georgetown University appointed John F. Griffith, M.D. executive vice
president for health
Medical Center.

p.m. in Gaston Hall. Georgetown President Timothy Healy, S.J. will give the
Phi Beta Kappa Address and the ceremony will be open to members of the
public.
Phi Beta Kappa, a national academic society, was founded in 1776 by the

late Thursday,

Increase Publication Rate

Griffith to Direct Med Center

seniors and nine juniors to its society, according to Rev. Alan Mitchell, S.J.

the ICC

Newswatch

4

Newswatch..HOY A

as

Protestant chaplain at Georgetown.
.
:
Rev. Economides, an Orthodox Christian chaplain for fourteen years; will”
“retire in May.

History

Department,

number

of books

said

published

that

iy

A

and author of Progress and Pessimism:
Religion, Politics and History in Late
Nineteenth Century Britain, said that

the

recently

represents a “significant increase” from

the large number of books that have

past years. He credits this mainly to
the fact that professors today view

been

publishing

as

“what

is expected

in

the increased number of publications.
Helde said that the University requirements for tenure specify that a professor must have published at least one

in

for

Helde anticipates that the pace of
faculty publishing will continue

at its

current rate. He cited a number of
professors including Professors Jules.
Davids and John Ruedy-who are in the

“ ‘the department, ‘said that tenure repart

unusual

cation, but not anymore.”

Professor Judith Tucker, author of
Woman in. Nineteénth Century Egypt
g and.one of the ‘younger. professors in_
i
a

“not

possible to get tenure (in the History
Department) without any prior publi-

pursuit over a period of at least seven
years.

play

is

“Having a book published puts someone in a good position (for tenure),”
Von Arx said. He added, “it used to be

scholarly work and continued scholarly

do

published

better universities.” He believes that
the books and articles that have been
published will help to establish a good
reputation for the History Department
at Georgetown.

today’s modern universities.”
However, the University tenure requirements have also had an effect on

quirements

the

process of publishing books.

Interested In gaining
experience in business

and marketing?
Work for The HOYA as
Business Manager or
Advertising Manager.
Call The HOYA today
625-4554.
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This week only save
20% on men’s
Suits, sport coats,
dress slacks,
and women’s
coordinated jackets

and skirts.”
For one week only, the Georgetown
University Shop has reduced their top
quality regularly stocked merchandise. Don’t
miss this excellent opportunity to save on

7
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GMAT
NCLEX-RN N1

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

244-1456
4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washington, DC 20008

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

FIREW ORKS
Mail order to your door. Extensive illustrated catalog with descriptions.
Quality Value Variety Service Novelty Style. Legal Class C Fireworks.
Incentive gifts and quantity discounts.
Send Summer address/# to Guerzini Fireworks Display Co., 6 Spruce
Lane, Princeton, NJ 08542. Call Dave @ 609-921-2872 (24 hrs)
NA @ 924-0527 till 8PMEDT for 5% discount.
Plus 5% off be fore May 31.

Summer

Fall

Spring

your summer or year-round wardrobe just

in time for up-coming job interviews.
At Georgetown University Shop, we want

you to enjoy wearing our quality clothing in
confidence. You can depend on our
unparalleled selection of the finest in men’s
and women’s clothing and accessories from
the world’s most respected makers.
*Student ID must be presented at time
of purchase for discount.

WASHINGTON
or LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

OXFOR

SUMMER
1986

Full Academic Years In

e Oxford University
gh

iis

i

HOYA Newswatch... HOY

GU History Professors

e London School of Economics

e St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred through Hampden-Sydney College,
founded in Virginia by James Madison in 1776. Graduate work is an option.
The Director of Studies for the Center for Quality Education Abroad (in
Britain) is the Rt. Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt. (Oxon.), Fellow
of the British Academy, Professor Emeritus of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO: JANET KOLLE K, J.D., Admissions Director
CQEA/WISC, Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St., NY,NY, 10024.

(212-724-0804/724-0136).
(EO/AA)
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1,000 Join Hands for Hunger Relief

Faculty Forum Debates Education

HOYA

by Rob Nau
HOYA

The Mark Hogan Lecture Fund presented “A Forum on Georgetown Edu-

cation” Wednesday night in the ICC
Auditorium. The forum included four
panelists from the University: Professor
of Psychology Daniel Robinson, Theologian in Residence Rev. Walter Burghardt,

S.J.,

Associate

Staff Writer

to unite and celebrate

Hoya prelude to “Hands Across
America,” attracted heavy participation

while

Professor

when

it occurred

Sunday,

of

GUSA

While

the

event

was

Fest.

“Hands

which

is to acquaint one with the standards

Across

is scheduled

‘under New North’s arch to Harbin.

Highlights included the entire chain
doing the Hoya ‘wave’ and the singing of the Georgetown Fight Song.
Afterwards, all the participants converged on Healy Circle for a celebratory rally. The Pub and Vital
Vittles then provided beer and soda
for a happy hour.

collected

hunger.

requested a $1 donation

from participants when they signed
up at the several stands on campus

throughout the week, and gave the
money to the program, “Bread for
the City,” which

provides

food

The Student District Ouirench
Committee planned the event and
members of the Junior Class, Sopho-

to

needy families in the DC area.

more

steps of Lauinger Library, and then
up 37th Street to a final linkup with

to take place

Communications,

and

Although the majority of the people who turned out for “Hands
Across Georgetown” were students,
members of the DC community
were also invited to participate on
WAVA radio, which aired the event.

branched. One line went down the

America,”

Class

Spirit Committees staffed it.

When complete, the human chain
stretched from Reiss Science Building, through Red Square and in
front of Copley and Healy, where it

originally

proposed in September as a way to
generate Hoya spirit and unity,
Caccamo decided to hold the event
as GUSA’s contribution to Spring

beauty” and that a university's purpose

money

Paul Caccamo (SFS 87), Georgetown University Student Associa-

linked hands in a chain that ran
throughout the campus, and raised
$1,300 for local charity.

gued that “humans are summoned by

since

from the event would go to combat

plete success, as over 1,000 people

by discussing an essay by Matthew
Arnold, which attempts to refute the
eighteenth century criticisms of Amer“ica as “not interesting.” Robinson ar-

one,

April 20, at 1:30 p.m. According to
tion (GUSA) president, the symbolic effort to “get unity over a
non-controversial issue’ was a com-

Theology and Director of American
Studies Elizabeth McKeown, and Director of Athletics Francis X. Rienzo.
Robinson opened the program on
Georgetown’s educational experience

“something

other than our basketball team,”
and that this idea seemed like a
great opportunity, as well as a worth-

“Hands Across Georgetown,” the

Assistant New Editor

the John Carroll statue in Healy
Circle. Another section ran down
past Village A to New South and

May 25 sparked the idea. Caccamo
said that he felt Georgetown needed

by Rob Andrews

of beauty. Robinson, however, said he

believed that America has not become
much more interesting since the mideighteenth century.

McKeown
educational

related the Georgetown
experience

experiences

during

to

the

her

own

1950s

and

Photo

1960s, noting a sense of limitation and

Members of the panel for “A Forum on Georgetown
Wednesday night in the ICC Auditorium.

loss in universities in her time. She
belives that a university experience is
a “conversion of manner.”

sue an education

and intellectual de-

by Chris

Karpinski

Education” spoke

integrate a love of learning as well as a

Rienzo drew his comments on what

velopment by using athletics as a tool.

desire

he termed “the [view from the| bottom

Burghardt, the final speaker, spoke
of the need to reassert and maintain

study. Second, Jesuits should embody
the principles they are trying to convey to students. Third, the University
should maintain a secular staff and
faculty to allow them to share the

of the Hill.” His position as Athletic
Director presents him with the opportunity to view a Georgetown education
as providing the student with “sound

the Jesuit identity on campus.
hardt

cited

a cynic

“education

who

Burg-

stated

is the inculcation

that

of the

for God

incomprehensible to the ignorant by
the incompetent.” He also cited Uni-

a combination of mind and
“If you measure yourself
graduate] against what you
you came here, have you

body.
[when you
were when
developed

versity President Timothy Healy, S.J.
who said that Jesuit colleges still have
an identity if they “carry moral and
intellectual baggage.”

your mind and body?” Rignao asked

Burghardt said Georgetown should
take three steps to maintain its Jesuit

experience

tradition. First, the University needs to

provide.

rhetorically.

Rienzo belives that one should pur-

its course of

Jesuit’s intellectual heritage.

that an intellectual needs to deal with

mind and sound body,” he said, adding

within

following

cized

the

forum,

Robinson

the pre-professional

criti-

nature

University

claims

to

Appeals Board Enforces Ethical Standards
fore the appeals board will not appear
on their record cards following graduation.
According to SBA Assistant Profes-

by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA

News Editor

Sixteen Business School juniors accused of cheating on their homework

sor Joseph LeMoine, a member of the

assignments by Instructor William Trigeiro received zeros on the assignments from the Business School Appeals Board Friday, April 26.
Trigeiro’s syllabus instructed all students in his Productions and Operations Management classes that all homework should be done individually and
independently. After noticing similari-

appeals board, it was not the appeals
board’s place to judge the merits of
Trigeiro’s policy.
“Well,

you

see

we

get right

down

" “dents, Trigeiro turned the assignments

to the academic freedom principle,”
LeMoine commented. “Every professor gets his prerogative to set his own
standards. We don’t judge if it was
meritorious or not. That was his stan§
dard”

tration Dean’s Office Monday, April
14, and asked that they receive zeros

Two of the students brought before
the appeals board, Fabio Rosati (SBA
’87) and Tomaso Mansutti (SBA 87)

‘ties in the homework of 16 of the stu-

* 4in to'the School of Business Adminis '

disagreed with LeMoine’s

on the assignments.
The appearance of the students be-

3
&

that the

board

could

statement

not judge

Tri-

CEE

mediately,” Rosati commented.
The students thought the fact that
the nine students who copied homework verbatim and the seven students
‘who worked together all received zeros
was unfair. “That’s just ridiculous,”
Rosati commented.

St,

NW

Editors

, The Georgetown University Student

bassador

Program

(GAAP),

that

the organization

does

the interests of the student body, actu-

SCAR

April 27 eight to 3, with two abstentions to approve the Student Activities

ally received more funds this year than

held completely responsible for the ac-

last year, its supplement rising from
$5324 to $6121.
GUSA Assemblyman Charlie Brown

tions of the Freedom College demon-

strators against the University’s policy
on divestment, since the participants

(CAS '86) introduced a motion at the
meeting calling on the SAC to raise
the income requirements for some

were not all members of SCAR and
PSU. Fletcher added that not all SCAR

(GUSA)

voted

Commission's (SAC) recommendations

for the distribution of SAC funds for
the 1987 fiscal year.
Although most of the 80 clubs and
organizations affiliated with the SAC

requested

an increase

in funds, few

groups saw their requests granted, as

the SAC’s $234,166 budget was not increased this year by Student Affairs.
Georgetown's Lecture Fund received
the most money from the SAC this
year, receiving $27,858 for a gain of

$2766. The HOYA was second, receiying $26,850, up $2096, and the Georgetown
Voice
was
third,
receiving
$20,823, down $5188 from last year.
The Georgetown Admissions Am-

CALL

976-7200

Second Door To Your Right after the elevator

not serve

and their subsequent construction of a
shanty.
SCAR President Marguerite Fletcher
(SFS ’86) responded by saying that

Sunday,

Association

clubs as well as cease funding of the
Student Coalition Against Apartheid
and Racism (SCAR) and the Progressive Student Union (PSU). Brown said

members approved of Freedom College, and thus to prohibit SAC funding ~~
of SCAR would be unfair to some
members of the organization.
SAC

Chairman

Steve Larson

(SFS

to raise at least a small portion of their

“budgets themselves.
Brown argued that SCAR and PSU

lack of a prescribed budget procedure

violated University regulations during
their occupation of White Gravenor

Caras

to GUSA.”

Larson also cited GUSA’s

for the delay but said he had not heard
any Compiamis from any clubs.

Ministry

JEWISH CHAPLAINCY

JSA House
1314 36th St.

Shabbat Dinner

Friday, May 2, 1986

Service: 6:30 p.m.
Dinner: 7:30 p.m.

This Call Costs Onky $1.00

For reservations please call Maryla Korn, 625-6780

PIANIST/CHOIR DIRECTOR

HEAD CASHIER FOR NIGHT SHIFT
(Afternoon to 11 p.m. Through 9/15 at the Jefferson Memorial.)

FOR PROTESTANT SERVICE ON CAMPUS.
SALARY NEGOTIABLE.
CONTACT REV. EPPERLY OR NANCY DUNN

Foot

Pe ATT

$5.15-5.50/hr depending on qualifications.
Free parking. Previous experience required.
Must work weekends and holidays.
CALL— GUEST SERVICES, INC.
889-3800

|

CAMPUS MINISTRY, 625-3022

PROTESTANT

11:00 a.m.

St. William Chapel

Sunday, May 4, 1986

(1st Fl, Copley

ROMAN

Revelations
John

14:23-29

The DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY currently has paid internship
opportunities for students entering their senior year (undergraduate) or

their second year of a graduate program. All positions are either as
GS-05 or 07 grade professionals, hourly pay is $6.90 and $8.54
respectively. Qualification requirements and application procedures

are described below. More detailed information is available in the college or university career/placement center.
POSITIONS
Computer/Systems
(Two positions)

Programmers

Intelligence Research Specialist (SE ASIA)

MAJORS
‘Computer Science
Information Systems
Computer Engineering
Asian Area Studies

Dahlgren Chapel
Saturday 5:15 p.m.

Vigil

9:45 a.m. Rev. R. Rokusek
11:00 a.m. Rev. R. Davis, SJ
12:15 p.m. TBA
Copley Crypt:

St. William Chapel
St. Mary’s Chapel

9:30 a.m.

Rev. L. Nardozzi, SJ
7:00 p.m. Rev. G. Murry, SJ
10:00 p.m. Rev. von Arx, SI
11:15 p.m. Rev. T. King, SJ
Rev. P. Cioffi, SJ

10:30 p.m. Rev. F. Schemel, SJ
11:00 p.m. Rev. T. O'Neill, SI

Political Science
International Relations
Intelligence Research

Just like it's pictured above. It's full-color, measuring 15" x 22". Only $3.00!

Specialist (Instability)

Political Science

EVERCLEAR T-SHIRT

History
Area Studies

As shown in poster above. It's purple with red and white EVERCLEAR logo in 100% cotton. It
comes with a full crew neck—creative alterations are up to you! Only $4.95!

(Africa/Latin America)
International Relations

Send a check, money order or use [] MasterCard or [] Visa

Physical Science Technician
Expires

Account #
Please send me

sO

MO

Everclear poster(s) for a total of $

LO

XL0O

Visual Information Specialist
“Purple Passionate" T-shirt(s)

. Mo. state residents add 4% sales tax.

Chemistry
Publication Design
Advertising Design
Publication Management
Graphic Arts

DIA is in the excepted service. All applicants, and members of their

Name
Address
City
Signature

State

Zip

Mail to: "Purple Passionate”
500 Third Avenue West
Seattle, WA 98119

713

Posters shipped within 48 hours, allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery for T-shirts. Offer good in U.S. only. Offer void where
purchase

CHAPLAINCY

15:1-2, 22-29
21:10-14, 22:23

Acts

EVERCLEAR POSTER

by law. No product

CATHOLIC

Sixth Sunday in Easter

EVERCLEAR
ALCOHOL

prohibited

Hall)

“Peace
— Not the Peace of this World”
Rev. Dr. Bruce Epperly, preaching

Add passion to
your punch with
Everclear 190
proof grain
alcohol.

and/or

CHAPLAINCY

Sunday Worship Service

PURPLE
PASSIONAT

necessary.

Everclear

bottled by World

Wide

Distilled Products

Company,

St. Louis, MO 63139. Everclear, the ultimate mixer, use in moderation, not intended for consumption unless mixed with
non-; -alcoholic beverages.

immediate families must be U.S. citizens, and applicants are subject to a
thorough background inquiry. Interested students should send a
completed SF-171 or resume to: DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,
Civilian Personnel Operations Division (RHR-2), Dept. P1, Washington,
D.C. 20301-6111. CLOSING DATE FOR ALL POSITIONS IS MAY 189.
An Equa! Opportunity Employer.

BYZANTINE CATHOLIC DIVINE LITURGY will be celebrated
by Rev. R. Murphy, SI at 5:15 p.m. in the Jesuit Community,
on Sunday May 4th.

PIANIST/CHOIR DIRECTOR for Protestant Service on Campus.
Salary negotiable. Contact Rev. Bruce Epperly or Nancy Dunn,
625-3022.
PLEASE NOTE: There will be no public Sunday Mass on campus
on May

3

and PSU could no longer be

'86) explained that GUSA was not able
to discuss the SAC’s February recommendations until this week “because
we took a delay in getting our minutes

that clubs such as the Community Action Coalition and the Georgetown
Band should be required by the SAC

HEAR THIS!
NOW HEAR THIS!

#105

which

feared that it would lose part or all of
its funding because of a perception

FOR THE BEST 2 MINUTES ANY ADULT
EVER HEARD

466-8973
2025.1

HOYA

The students were also disappointed
that no one on the appeals board tried
to find a solution that would enable
the students to receive some credit for
their work. “They should have been
more lenient towards finding a solution, rather than giving us a zero im-

TYPING
WORD PROCESSING
ANSWERING SERVICE

Peed

GUSA Approves SAC Budget
by Cary Brazeman and Rob Nau

geiro’s standards. “That was their conclusion from the first moment. Why
did we go there (before the board)? I
thought the reason we went there was
to determine the difference between
cheating and copying,” Rosati said.

NOW

ACE

ACE

More than 1,000 students participated in “Hands Across Georgetown.”

of

Georgetown, which he said was contradictory to the liberal educational

the

Photo by Christin Driscoll

¥

In the question and answer period

25 due to the commencement exercises.

For more information, please call 625-3022

|
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Page 4, The HOYA

Friday, May 2, 1986

It is open Monday through Friday
from 1 to 4 p.m. A Georgetown ID is
required for permission to access the
viewing

selections.

Access

to

these

books is limited to one half hour at
one sitting.
The housing accomodations are cat-

egorized for quick reference with headings ranging from sharing and renting
to special situations. Special situations
are occurrences where a border will
not pay rent in exchange for providing
some kind of services like babysitting,
driving or general housework.
As district law allows tenants to give

landlords only thirty day notice of
depature, the book listings are generally for June 1 and not for the next
academic year. Unless students plan to
stay the summer, it is difficult to sign a

Assistant Dean of Student Affairs Christine Greer.

lease now and find summer subletters.

not

want

students

getting

She

added

that

her

duties

include

“trying to get students to become more

responsible. They often forget that
they are no longer living in a dorm.”
The Off Campus Housing Office
will extend its hours beginning June 1
as the search for housing will become
more intense. The hours will be from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Saturday. A “Search Week” will be
sponsored from July 27 through August
1 for those students who have still not
yet found housing. The service has
been successful in the past for helping
transfers to locate accommodations.

“Not everybody who needs housing
finds it through us,” said Greer, but
sounded positive saying that students
“always find a place to live.” Greer
continued, “It might not be two blocks

money into government programs like

HOYA

Staff Writer

Former Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos left Filipino finances
sinking “after allegedly systematically
stealing from state coffers,” said University of the Philippines History Professor Angelita Balanon in a speech
Tuesday, April 29. Currently a visiting
researcher at Georgetown, Balanon

said the murder of Benigno Aquino
meant that “the end of the Marcos era

was forthcoming, [and that] the Philippine Revolution which took place
recently was inevitable.”
The revolution, “which was democratic in orientation and truly a result
of people-power,” dispelled the myth
“that the alternative to Marcos was

comunism,”

Balanon

said.

Marcos,

who on September 21, 1972 declared
martial law, used the military to silence
any opposition, according to Balanon.

She

charged

that

there

was

heavy

media control, “with only government
sponsored or controlled television chan-

nels,

radio

stations

and

newspapers

the Ministry of Human Settlements had
a cosmetic effect on the otherwise
ugly face of the Phillipine economy.

The

Filipinos were overwhelmed

the grandiose

and

modernistic

by

infra-

structures which changed the landscape of Manila as well as the pomp
and the glamour of the Miss Universe
contest and the Manila International
Film Festival,” Balanon said. In his

attempt to palliate the effects of the
martial

law,

Marcos

introduced

the

land reform program which “gave hope
to tenants [and] which in fact had no
viable machinery to truly effect owner-

close enough like Rosslyn.”

anon, incurred huge debts to stabilize
the

country.

“The

infusion

of more

18 volumes of books about the history
of the Phillipines, in some of which he
lionized himself as a freedom fighter
and a wartime hero. Balanon calls
these propaganda, and says their effectiveness “affected the people’s think-

Balanon

“the cost of living continues

to rise, but incomes are pitifully lagging
behind.” She said the country’s rice
supply, which started dwindling in
1984, is now at an all-time low. Now
many Filipinos, according to Balanon,

have pinned their hopes on Corazon
Aquino to lead them out of the morass.

HOYA

Staff Writer

former editor-in-chief of The HOYA,
recently opened a student-run prototype office on Georgetown’s campus,
headed by Elaine Rankin (CAS ’88).
With the support of University President Timothy S. Healy, S.J. the coalition has obtained an office on second

floor Loyola, in the Center for Immi-

gration Policy and Refugee Assistance
The Coalition opened an office two

weeks ago on the Georgetown campus

jewelry, computer and stereo systems.

by Liz Moyer
Staff Writer

The Corp will offer a summer storage service to undergraduate and
graduate students for the third consecutive year, dispelling rumors that the
service would not be offered again due

to the
space.

future or a new society unfolding was
what propped up the regime for a

lack

of available

on-campus

Student sign-ups to reserve spaces
and pay deposits will be held today

considerable number of years,” she
said. Moreover, Marcos was regarded

from

as indispensable in government circles.

11

vided

to 4 p.m.

a.m.

May 5 and 6
Room. Trunks
stored for $15,
large or small

as well

in the Healy
or footlockers
suitcases for
boxes which

for $10

by the Corp

as

Program
may be
$10 and
are pro-

or $15.

Because of insurance, space and truck
rental and labor costs totalling almost

in convincing other Filipinos that the

$4,000, this year’s prices are slightly
higher than in the past. All items are
secured and completely insured by the
Corp, except for such valuables as

Professor Angelita Balanon lectured on the Philippines.

Georgetown office is most concerned

with finding methods to educate and
heighten awareness among Georgetown students about homelessness issues and should serve as a model for
other schools.
“The primary focus on campus is to
make Georgetown students aware and
hopefully branch out across the country in the future with similar student
organizations,” Rankin explains. “We
are trying to get a core of students
together to work on methods for education here and across the country.”

Corp Offers Summer Storage
HOYA

These reforms had the desired ef-

martial law was worth supporting,
according to Balanon “there was certainly an outpouring of anti-martial

the period of martial law,

that the only alternative to him was
communism, Balanon said.
According to Balanon, Marcos wrote

fects on the Filipinos, and they thought
the reforms were a harbinger of more
to come. “The promise of a rosier

the Marcos regime, according to Bal-

During

institutions in her former colony.”
However, Marcos convinced the U.S.

ing.” She accused Marcos of having
attempted to introduce “a new ideology, an ideology of a new society.”
Even though Marcos is out of power,
the legacy of his administration still
affects the Phillipines. According to

offices. The office is to be a center for
student activity to assist the group
in its legislative and legal efforts, but
more importantly, to educate students
to the issues of homelessness. The

by Maura Griffith

Hayes, a Georgetown Alumnus and a
law sentiments in the United States, as
she [the U.S.] had a moral and historic
commitment to preserve democratic

tenants.”

“Marcos was himself a novelty since
no other leader had that much to
deliver, [and this was] an evidence of
the effectiveness of his propaganda
machinery,” Balanon said.
Though Marcos initially succeeded

Alumnus Opens Center
For the Homeless
The
National
Coalition
for the
Homeless, which stems from an organization called the New York Coalition for the Homeless started by Bob

ship of lands which the program envisaged to achieve on behalf of hapless

allowed to operate.” Courts of law
were no longer dispensing justice, but
were serving Marcos’ regime, she said,
adding, “The wheels of justice ground
very slowly before, but they ground
even slower during the Marcos era.”

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

Georgetown alumnus Bob Hayes is opening a lobby for th e homeless
on
Georgetown’s campus

from campus but it will be somewhere

Philippine Professor Assesses Marcos Regime
by Kaizer M. Nyatsumba
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and Maryland, for summer subleasing.

“We

kicked out of their lease,” said Greer.

—

G-08, offers listings for DC, Virginia,

mr

Office

basement,

—

Housing

in Healy

aa

is located

A lack of available empty space for
storage on the University campus had
led some students to believe that the
service would be cancelled. However,
the Corp was able to obtain unlimited
rental space at a storage warehouse in
Northern Virginia, allowing them to
provide service to all students who
demand

it.

The

space

where

the

Corp

previously

stored

was given

by the University

Georgetown

items

for

The acutal pick-up for storage items
will be May 9 and 13. Students will be
able to reclaim their possessions after
the summer on September 4.

of Graduation Week, along
with a Sunday Brunch that will
prove to the world, beyond a
shadow of a doubt,
what a bon vivant
you've finally
- become.
For reservations, call |
457-0057.

1113 23rd St., N.W., next to the West End Theatre 457-0057

LET US HELP YOU MOVE
BACK HOME!
Athletic Gear, Books, Stereos,
Linens, Clothing, TVs, Lamps,
& Related Stuff.

Trunks,

WE OFFER
FULL SERVICE!
UPS

& Emery
Shipping, Packaging &
Supplies. Also available: In House
Word Processing & Western Union.
SUPER SUNDAY - MAY 4 (10-6) ALL UPS & PACKAGING SUPPLIES
10% off (CASH ONLY)
Need

more

info?

Call

us 342-0707.
3220

N Street,

M-F

9:00-5:30,

Georgetown

to the

to evacuate its offices in the DC Transit
Building earlier this year. Because the
crew team uses the rest of the available
space, the Corp had to look off-campus
for available options.

garden-like atmosphere.
We'll be serving dinner
on Friday and Saturday nights

in delicious
French cuisine,
servedina
candlelit,

had

students

Voice, which was forced

Treat Les Parents
to Le Jardin.
Graduation is the perfect
time to show your parents your
savour faire, your joie de vivre,
yourje ne sais quot.
And Le Jardin, the most
alfordable fancy French restaurant in town, is the perfect place to do it.
We specialize

EE

which

EEE

demic year.
The Off Campus

The Off Campus Housing Office
also helps students deal with landlords
and handle neighborhood complaints.
The key is to prevent neighbors from
getting into contact with landlords.

Sat

10:00-4:00

TET

C, there will be fewer undergraduates
living off-campus during the next aca-

years past. Greer believes that there
will be less demand for off-campus
housing by Georgetown students as

dls

technically, with the addition of Village

to

do a

Chris Greer, assistant dean of Stu-

dent Affairs, said that the Off-Campus

its

as compared

be

Office will not increase

services this summer

=

Housing

by George Dubé
HOYA Staff Writer

eo

Off-Campus Housing Decreases Services

GEORGETOWN’S

SHANTY ARRESTS

v

DeGioia Orders Student Arrests
continued from page |

responsibility.”
DeGioia sent a letter to Georgetown
faculty and administrators in which he
explains that the two principles guiding his handling

in regard

and

transport

in arresting

the students.
GUPS issued two warnings to the
protestors sitting inside the shanty
before entering the structure and physically carrying the protestors to waiting
police wagons.

“You are ordered to leave immediately,” Lamb announced through a
megaphone. “Failure to do so will result
in arrest for unlawful entry.” The

officers

moved

protestors

in

a final

after

giving

opportunity

the

to get

out.
According to Fletcher, the students
inside the shanty did not hear the
warnings.
“They were singing and lots of students were chanting on the side,”

Fletcher said. “Charlie Lamb stood on
the esplanade. 1 don’t know why he
didn’t come down. I was taking down
names and social security numbers of
the protestors and I didn’t know until I

looked

up

that

he

was

speaking.

I

heard something about ‘second warning.” Obviously the students knew when
the police came when they were sup-

posed to leave, but they didn’t hear
the

actual

warning,”

Fletcher

com-

mented.
‘Fletcher said that on Wednesday,
April 23, “Bernie. Vaccaro, the RD

(Resident Director) in Copley, discovered wood in one of the rooms here on
‘the first floor (of Copley). He spoke to

the students in there and they removed
the wood that night as a fire hazard.
They went to see Jack (DeGioia) the
next morning,” she continued, “He
told them why he didn’t want a shanty
on campus. He couldn’t guarantee their
safety, and he said (the shanty) was a

cause of student aggression.”
Fletcher said she had also

heard

from GUPS officers that they had
been ordered to confiscate any wood
they saw.

Metro Police Surround Shanty
A student alerted Fletcher at 7 a.m.

April 25 that GUPS had ordered the
students to remove the shanty. Fletcher
went to DeGioia’s office where he told

her, that he. had ordered
maintenance

workers

shanty and GUPS
the students

and

University

to remove

the

officers to remove
arrest

them

ternoon.

the arrest, “We didn’t know (the University would remove the shanty) to-

moding were assessed fines of 50
lars. Three paid their fines April
the other three must pay by May
Two of the students charged

day. We knew this could happen. We
knew the University would try to shut
the shanty down.”
Metro police surrounded the shanty
as GUPS officers carried the protestors
to DC police wagons in the parking lot
next to White-Gravenor. When the
police tried to leave by driving through
Healy Circle, however, students sat
down at the edge of the driveway and
obstructed their passage.
GUPS officers dragged six protestors
away and arrested them but other

to student

demonstrations are:” (1) The demonstration cannot disrupt any functions
of the University ...(2) The demonstration cannot threaten the safety and
security of this community.”
According to GUPS Director Charles
Lamb, the University, with DeGioia’s
authorization, called in GUPS officers
‘as well as Metro Police who provided
assistance

essary.
Fletcher commented at the scene of

if nec-

The

students

unlawful

entry

charged

must

with

appear

incom-

dol29;
12.
with

in court

May 15; the other 27 will appear May
16. At that time, the students will learn
if the U.S. District Attorney's Office
will press charges against them. If it
does, their trial is tentatively scheduled
for September 10, 1986.
According

to

Fletcher,

this

date

poses problems for several students,
some of whom plan to study abroad
next year and others who are seniors
students quickly took their places. The - and do not plan to live in DC next
year. Fletcher said she will consult
officers tried to remove them as well,
with the lawyers who have volunteered
but finally abandoned the effort and
to represent the students to determine
drove the police vehicles behind Whitethe group’s actions.
Gravenor and between Reiss and the
De Gioia said “I am at present time
ICC to leave campus.
studying all the issues involved with
“GU, you know, South African
the potential legal ramifications and
stocks have got to go,” students shoutunprepared at this time to make a
ed as police led them off one by one to
judgement” on the possibility of the
the police vans themselves, and new
University dropping the legal charges
demonstrators took their place in line.
against the students.
“Let them go. It’s over.”
The University also placed the pro“Are they ready for some more?”
testing students on disciplinary probacrackled the walkie-talkie of one GUPS
tion until May, 1987, meaning they may
officer following a brief pause in the
be expelled if they violate any other
arrests of the students blocking the
University rules. Freedom College is
road. The protestors, meanwhile, had
appealing this ruling to the facultybegun to chant, “The people, united,
student adjudication board on the bawill never be defeated,” as Fletcher
sis of excessive severity.
‘addressed the demonstrators through
a megaphone.
The officers released the protestors

remaining after the departure of the
Metro police units. “Let them go. It’s
over,” ordered a GUPS sergeant after
the breakup of the roadblock. Seventeen officers then walked away from
the scene in a group, heading back
toward White-Gravenor.
‘According to Rob Tobin (SFS ’88),
one of the students blocking the exit
to Healy Circle, some of the students

Protestors Burn Letters

Freedom College held a rally Friday,
April 25, at 8 p.m., on the steps of
Healy and burned their letters from
the University warning them of the
disciplinary action. They also collected
$400 to pay the fines of students
charged with incommoding. Campus
Ministry member and former Theology

believed the University was wrong to

Professor Richard McSorley, S.J. and
Martin Professor of Philosophy and
Politics Rev. Colin Campbell, S.J. each
donated 100 dollars.
Freedom College students held another rally last night on the steps of

remove the shanty. “I think the Uni-

Healy. In addition, they are circulating

versity did a far worse thing by calling

a petition condemning the University’s
actions. GUPS officers, members of
the Executive Board of College Re-

blocking

the exit were, like him, not

members

of Freedom

College,

in the police than Freedom

but

College

did by setting up the shanty,” Tobin
noted. “I hadn’t been out to the steps
of White-Gravenor (the site of Freedom College) before last Thursday,

but the University forced my hand.”
Fletcher told the students blocking
the

driveway,

“This

is part

of your

publicans

and

students

opposed

to

Freedom College are allegedly among
the petition signees.
The University permitted media coverage of the actions of April 25, but
according to Kathy Wolff of WILA

|

Photo by Kevin Ciotta

Photo courtesy of Susan Van Eten and Click/Chicago

A study in similarity: Dartmouth’s controversial shanty just before its destruction (left). GUPS
drag students from GU’s shanty on Copley Lawn.

Student Protests Rage Nationwide
continued from page 1
attacks.
The Dartmouth controversy clearly arose over the
actions of the conservative counter-protestors rather
than as administration action against the anti-apartheid
demonstrators. Twenty-two students, however, later took

at Brown University paralleled that of Georgetown.
Students attempted to construct a shanty at 1 a.m.
April 16, but were thwarted by Brown Police, who told
them “nothing will be constructed on the green,” according to the Brown Daily Herald. The students halted
construction to consider the possibility of disciplinary
action following the appearance of Brown's Dean of

over the bell tower of a Dartmouth library to protest the

Students. The Brown Police were prepared to physi-

reduction of the earlier suspension terms. In an action
as sophisticated as the takeover of White-Gravenor, the
demonstrators forced the early closing of the library in
a well-planned operation.
The students denied any ties to the Dartmouth Community for Divestment, an organization similar to SCAR,

cally stop the construction of shanties.

and claimed that their actions represented those of
individual students. Dartmouth adjudicated the 22 protestors, who have not yet had their hearing.
The Dartmouth attacks reinforce Adminstration
claims that it broke up Freedom College because it
could

not ensure

the safety of demonstrators.

While

Georgetown’s actions rank among the more forceful
responses to protesting students, they come within a
context of escalating violence. At the University of
Utah, a shanty protest underwent two molotov cocktail
attacks in a week.
Administration response to anti-apartheid protestors

A member of the Brown Free Southern Africa Coalition said, “There’s going to be a shanty on the green.
It’s inevitable. They weren't able to stop it at other
campuses around the country, and they won't be able to
stop it here.” He also denied that the shanty construction came as part of a protest organized by the main
anti-apartheid group, but rather as the actions of individual students.

A much calmer atmosphere prevailed at Harvard
University, where students erected shanties April 15
with no opposition; they remain standing today. After
developing

explicit

continued from page I

and

a local legal firm has offered its

to allow her to do a live shot on the
steps of White-Gravenor

for the sta-

’87) to form a committee to investigate

"in attendance at the meeting, said that

tion’s noon broadcast, the University

the circumstances surrounding Friday’s

the faculty largely disapproved of the

refused. Wolff comented she was “very

student arrests. The motion, presented

by Moore, received unanimous’ approval from the Assembly.

actions taken by the University committees and Associate Professor of En-

to the

surprised” that the University denied
her request, and made the University’s

second district police station, where

denial the lead of the report she filed.

can stop everything on campus. . . Freedom fighters will reappear periodi-

cally.”
The

students

were

brought

they were arraigned and released on
their own recognizance later that af-

De Gioia denied any
the incident.

knowledge of

confrontations

GUSA Debates University Response
services to the students should they
decide to sue the University. McSorley,

she asked the University

for possible

ties to ensure the safety of the protestors.

Assembly voted to instruct
President Paul Caccamo (SFS

TV-7, when

plans

and determining what hours police surveillance was
lightest in Harvard Yard, the protestors carried their
“ivory tower” onto a lawn devoid of hostile police. The
administration has placed a 24-hour guard on the shan: .

The
GUSA

education. All of you are better educated . . This University shouldn’t
think that with one set of arrests they

officers

Rev. Richard McSorley, S.J., a mem-

ber of Campus Ministry, has pledged
$100 to the arrested students’ defense

glish John Glavin has resigned from
the University committees on which
he sat. Martin Clair for Philosophy and
Politics, Rev. Colin Campbell, S.J., has

contacted the Jesuit Provincial and
lodged a formal complaint against University President Timothy Healy, S.J.
In a related

event,

Charlie

mission (SAC) increase the income re-

quirement for certain blubs next year.
He also motioned that SCAR and PSU
be denied SAC funds. The motion was
defeated.

Main Bookstore
Lauinger Building
May 9-15

Recurar Store Hours

DURING THE BUYBACK PERIOD ENTER OUR DRAWING.
A GRADUATING SENIOR WILL WIN A CAPTAIN'S CHAIR.

OTHER

PRIZES ARE A TEN SPEED BICYCLE AND TWO

ENTRY

FORMS

ARE AVAILABLE

Brown

(CAS 86) presented a motion to request that the Student Activities Com-

$50 GIFT CERTIFICATES.

AT THE BOOKSTORE.
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Editorials
TiekaHova

Prison

Founded January 16, 1920

Disy s

I WAVE

sir

demonstrations,

and

encampment,

the

administration’s responsibility to inform goes
beyond issuing written statements. An open
dialogue with the student body, initiated
through a public address by Father Healy
could have diffused the situation by drawing
a majority of the student body into the process. Instead, our bold and

visionary

leader

chose to sit behind his mahogany doors like a
dictator afraid of his constituency.
Non-violent civil disobedience has become
something of a tradition on college campuses
around the country, and the SCAR/PSU protests fit into that tradition until the day it was
removed. The administration, for all its failure to come down off its pedestal and open a
‘dialogue with the students, respected the right
of the protestors to stand up for their beliefs.
Even this type of protest, however, cannot
be allowed to go on unimpeded, for eventually
the rights of the rest of the student body will
be violated. The University chose to draw
the line at Copley Lawn. This action has
precedence. Last semester, a pro-life group
attempted to erect crosses on Healy Lawn;
they were removed. The SCAR/PSU leaders
were warned on Thursday night that their
shanty would meet a similar fate.
It’s easy to see the University’s position on

the shanty. A line had to be drawn somewhere; the occupation of White-Gravenor was
an adequate symbolic protest to get the group’s
point across. If no action was taken on Friday,
a veritable city of shanties could have eventually developed.
That was no reason, however, to level the
entire demonstration. The symbolic Freedom
College, as run-down as it was, should have
been left standing, if nothing else as a testament to the fact that freedom of expression
does exist at Georgetown. Instead, the administration’s reaction indicates it was looking for an excuse to wipe out the demonstration completely.
It is the nature of protest for SCAR/PSU to
seek attention, and throughout the whole ordeal, the group displayed an unmistakable
eramen were present at all major functions.
The group was clearly trying to provoke the
University all along. Last week they got the
showdown they had been seeking, and today
they benefit from the attention and sympathy
that comes with being dragged into a paddywagon on city-wide television.
The confrontational approach of the student protesters was met in a sadly counterproductive manner by the administration. This
intransigent policy resulted in the University
being forced to grant the protesters what they
sought all along: attention —in the form of a
trip to the DC jail. The arrest was orchestratin ad-

vance and carried out early in the morning so
the protesters could be released from jail by
nightfall.
On the other hand, laying waste to the entire demonstration was excessive. In this showdown

between

two

unbending

factions,

one

side, the protesters, can claim a victory in
that they have embarrassed the University
whose policies it disagrees with. The other,
the administration, must reevaluate the man-

ner in which it addresses student protest in
the future.

In a show of uncommon solidarity and en-

the local charity Bread for the City Sunday.

Bread for the City provides food for needy
families in the District. Just as important, the
collective consciousness of the 1,000 Georgetown students was raised as they joined hands
in an unbroken chain that stretched from Reiss
Science Building, through Red Square, past
Lauinger Library and up 37th Street back.
to the statue of John Carroll. Though they
did not even travel from campus, the sheer
number of people involved in Hands Across
Georgetown is an impressive demonstration
of the activism of which GU students are
capable.

Hands Across Georgetown was organized
by the Student District Outreach Committee

supervised by GUSA President Paul Caccamo.
Caccamo has organized several of these fundraising projects, the most recent of which was
the Adopt-a-Bear project last semester, and
once again he has scored a resounding success. It is events like these which dispel the
myth that ‘Georgetown students are selfish
and unmotivated
— that this campus is too atomistic to come together for an event which
needs the cooperation of so many for success.
It is encouraging to see that Georgetown
students can become a single community —not
cliques of BPs, anti-apartheid activists, blacks,

whites, jocks, geeks
— for something other than
a basketball championship. And a lot of them
found, as 1,000 people did the wave and sang
the Georgetown fight song, that coming together can be a lot of fun, too.

Can We
For those who create, each week, a college

newspaper, the year’s last issue always leaves
conflicting emotions in its wake. There is the
relief of knowing the pressures and deadlines
are over, the regret of knowing that some
goals went unachieved, and the nagging ques-

Talk?
paper can grow and change from an embattled
10 to 12 page weekly to a somewhat selfsatisfied 16 page one, with a quarterly magazine to boot, indicates how a yearly turnover
in personnel makes college journalism an un- predictable business. Quantitative growth,

tion of whether the effort was truly worth-

however,

while.

tive improvement.

At Georgetown, newspapers are clubs, not
corporations. The editors receive neither pay
nor

academic

credit,

but

do

get

the

thrill/

burden of seeing their names in print. Week
in and week out their work is judged by a
community of several thousand, yet seldom is
it apparent just what those judgments are. So,
college newspaper staffs live for feedback from
the readers.

That is as it should be, for newspapers serve
a vital communications function for the community as a whole. Should a college paper
lose touch with the concerns of the campus it
serves, both the staff and the community miss

out on the dialectic process so vital to a university education.
:
The fact that in four short years a news-

does not necessarily mean

So, what HOYA

qualita-

staffers need, both for per-

sonal satisfaction and for the paper’s ability
to best serve the campus, is as much constructive criticism of their efforts as the readers
can give. For part of the fabric of an education is the pursuit of a fuller understanding
of the part of the world that affects one’s everyday life as well as of distant lands and cultures.
The HOYA serves a good university. A university has traditions which must endure, and
The HOYA has been a Georgetown tradition
for 66 years. A student body which supports
The

HOYA

supports

itself; but,

— HIGH MINDED

even

NOW,

LIKE ME... AND THE

more

importantly, a HOYA which supports the student body supports the lifeblood of the school.
So, students, never let us be less than our
* best.

WE Wi Beak

OUR. FETTERS AND Sisk TEE BRicks oF Shame|
(oNTINVE /

Wilk

Smvosre

THe

eee | HAVE TO (0 TO THE BATHROOM,

fer5;

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
GIB Radio
Never Was

GU Needs Consistency
To the Editor:

The University administration refused to allow the Gay People of Georgetown University to host a gay/lesbian
dance in January, because, according
to Jack DeGoia, “...it would have

been historically inconsistent with the
history and Catholic tradition of this
University.” I agreed with the Admin-

stocks or cheap labor, from the evil
and barbaric system of apartheid.
morality when the administration has
GUSCAR and PSU members imprisoned for reminding them of their moral
obligations?
The question of divestment for GU
is not simply a secular one of immedi-

indeed,

.ate effects or no effects, it is a moral

Georgetown’s history has been that of

question. Does the administration
really want to maintain the University’s
Christian identity or is it using the
argument whenever it proves beneficial? Whatever the outcome of the
GPGU case, the administration has
indubitably weakened the University’s
image by being so fundamentally contradictory. I love Georgetown and it is
for this reason that I have written.

istration’s

action

because,

a Christian institution, and it has the

right to maintain
dignity.

its integrity

and

However, where was the administra-

tion’s

Christian

morality

argument

when it came to the issue of divestment? The administration, as well as
many student, has clouded the issue

by claiming that divestment will have,
no effect on the South African situation. For Georgetown, as a Christian
institution that wishes to maintain this
identity, this is not the point. The
bottom line is that this “Christian”

institution is making money, whether
it be in the

form

of dividends

from

Top Forty

Furthermore, where was the Christian

To the Editor:
Kiazer Nyatsumba’s article (“WGTB
Abandons Top Forty Music,” April
25) as well as the ensuring editorial,
represents a few misconceptions that I
think

To the Editor:
Last Thursday, a speaker at a SCAR/
PSU rally for divestment accused me
of authoring an articles in South African Digest, a publication of the South
African Information Ministry. She

in doing so I can no longer stand idle
while the administration gives GPGU
and the onlooking world the opportunity the call it a hypocritical fraud.
Thomas Hopkins
SBA '89

have

claimed that the piece was entitled
“Black America Says Give South Africa Time.” This “news” apparently
disturbed many of those attending the
rally. Since the woman who spoke on
the White-Gravenor esplanade did not
allow the facts to stand in the way of
her idealism, I would like to set the
record straight.
Last fall, I mailed copies. of two
opinion pieces I wrote for The HOYA
to the

Southern

African

Forum,

Unfortunately,

own

this,

remain ‘now,

director

Mike

and,

as co-

Deutch

points

responsibe to the tastes of the listening
from rock” is laughable. Those who
enjoy and know rock music would be
shocked at the thought that top fourty
is the best rock and roll around. Most
of us at the station don’t think that is

in the

true. Some of us do. The split format
South

of WGTB (between AOR
native) allows a creative

Africa

and Alteroutlet for

many DJs as well as entertainment for
many listeners. To say a sharp line
exists between “rock” and “alternative”

is to speak from ignorance.
We have no intention of abandoning
the alternative format. To do so would
make as much sense as The HOYA

abandoning

campus

news

to cover

national and international events. The
student reaction would
be, “Why

should tuition dollars go to providing acheap imitation of the Washington
Post,” or, in our case, of WAVA.

Editor’s Note

We

also have no intention of abandoning
the mealtime AOR programming. To
be a service to the Georgetown community, however, we must remain
primarily an alternative station. If an

This marks the final issue of the
1985-86 academic year. The HOYA
will publish a special Commence-

“alternative” seems

ment issue May 23, and will return

inherently

bad to

this college’s community, then the
problem does not lie with WGTB.
Patrick Hughes
General Manager
WGTB 690-AM

to campus August 29 with the Freshman Orientation issue. The Hoya
Review will publish May 7.
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Mary Carroll Johansen, News Editor Thomas Jones, Viewpoint Editor

conscious raising
has ended. Such
students and conpolicy are positive.

SCAR’s

as

audience in Marriott.
The statement that we have “turned

and PSU will concede that despite my
inflated ego, I have never claimed to
speak for 26 million people.
With this factual distortion in the
record now clarified, may the debate
on Georgetown’s policy toward South
Africa continue.
Deroy Murdock
CAS 86

SCAR Was
Misguided
To the Editor:
I am sorry the
Freedom College
efforts to educate
tribute to University

Give

up

out, if we ever are to expand, will alays
present an alternative format. Still, we
have been, remain now, and will be

Time” (emphasis added). I trust SCAR

the

private and multi-racial group which
sponsored my August tour of that
country. With my permission, the
Forum reissued my two pieces as a
Position Paper designed to present my
views on South Africa to the media
and other opinion leaders in that
country and beyond. But without my
permission, someone at the Information Ministry apparently decided to

Says

been,

music

The article’s headline (which I did
not write) actually read, “A Black

American

cleared

its dial. Nonetheless, pur commitment
“to.¢ollege radio has not waivered. We

ized its contradiction,
but I have, and

Paper

be

audience,” one which cannot change

Maybe the administration hasn’t real-

republish the Position
S.A. Digest.

should

WGTB 690-AM’s most successful, year
comes to an end.
To say that we have abandoned top
forty is to suggest that we once embraced it. That is not the case. Early in
the fall semester, we approached Marriott and the students of Georgetown
with a mealtime AOR format, adjusting
ourselves to accomodate a “captive

Murdock Clarifies Record

Reach Out and Touch
thusiasm on the part of Georgetown students,
Hands Across Georgetown raised $1,300 for

Woe
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knack for public relations, as television cam-

ed correctly, in that it was announced
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actions

are responsible for the negative turn in
events. Their decision to challenge
campus authority and verbally attack
University officials while intentionally
provoking Friday's response was seriously misguided.
Fr. Healy and Georgetown University are not SCAR’s enemy, neither
causes nor supports apartheid. Thus,
personal attacks and illegal demonstrations will result in no more than
anger and negative reactions to what
should be a noble purpose.
SCAR holds its own fate. It can
either champion South Africa’s cause
through democratic and responsible
means or it can poison its own nest by
alienating GU’s administration and
student body.
Scott A. Shuda
+ CAS 88
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things occurred last Friday as GUPS officers
arrested 35 pro-divestment demonstrators on
the lawn in front of White-Gravenor and
handed them over to the Washington, DC
metro police. The incident revealed both the
administration’s failure to communicate openly with the student body and a confrontational
approach on the part of the protestors.
The University policy on divestment is
spelled ‘out clearly in a number of public
reports. But in the case of a legitimate student movement such as the SCAR/PSU ral-

JAIL For

a

portion ‘of its student body. Both of these

Ww
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The Day the Protest Died
A sense of community is forever lost when
a University calls in outside forces to break
up a student demonstration or sets the full
weight of its own security forces against a

Beew

for student editors.
Georgetown

University

Weekly.

No

part of this publication may be

used without the permission of the Board of Editors of The HOY A. All rights reserved.
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Viewpoint
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Christin Driscoll

Shanty Raid Shatters Ideals

3

EXAM's THE
SEND

“Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to

improve the lot of others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing
each other from a million different centers of energy
and daring those ripples build a current which can
sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and
resistance.”
Robert Kennedy said this twenty years ago to thousands of students at the University of Cape Town in
South Africa. Last week on this campus, 35 Georgetown
students were arrested because they too believed that
standing up for an ideal—striking out against an injustice—can in some way effect change and send a
tiny ripple of hope.
At

this

university

and

at

any

other,

freedom

of

thought and acting on that freedom within reasonable
limits should be allowed to flourish. Instead a shanty,

both a symbol of that freedom as well as.a symbol of
oppression in South Africa, was the excuse for an
administration afraid of a tarnished image, afraid to
confront student opposition, to squelch that freedom
and close Freedom College. It is the very nature of
protest to confront, disturb, and raise unsettling questions. It is the very nature of a university to allow those
questions not only to be raised, but also debated.
Students, employing the tactics of nonviolent resistance, were dragged from their symbol of protest. As
they were being taken to jail their symbol was razed to
the ground, their “college” systematically and efficiently swept away. White-Gravenor appeared almost
as. it did before Freedom College; the only remnants
were two mattresses. Other University students were
entertained on Copley Lawn that evening, watching
movies on a screen where Freedom College’s banners
had hung that morning.
Instead of attempting to kill student activism, those
officials of the University who gave the order to arrest .
the students should have initiated a discussion involving students, faculty, and other members of the administration, if not to arrive at a solution then at least to
attempt to arrive at an understanding. When challenged by the students, the administration showed what
they thought of open debate and protest in-a university.
Municipal police were called in to assist GUPS in the

Karen

SEND

from their fellow students because
many students thought they were
downright offensive. The offense
against GAAP, during which they
showed complete disrespect for the
work and purposes of their fellow
students, received the most attention, but it was by no means an

isolated incident. Last Thursday
night, at 1 a.m., the protestors
treated all within hearing distance:
to an obscene chant. Friday night
they went to Healy basement in
search of people to join their candlelight vigil. That was fine. Their
methods were not fine. Using a
bullhorn, they called those who did
not wish to participate “racists.” I
find little wonder in their lack of
ability to attract the student body

It is the very nature of protest to
confront, disturb, and raise unsettling
questions. It is the very nature
of a university to allow these
questions not only to be raised, but
also debated.

ZC
Michael Kane

Resignation Answers Nothing

sity” is all about—learning about and sharing the world
of human experience. The moment it ordered the
forced removal of concerned students who were taking
fairly peaceful action to show that concern, the UniUniversity.
Student protest will continue here and around the
globe. It will not always accomplish its specific goals
but the voices of students have the potential to plant
seeds of hope, to catalyze the dynamics of change that
may just sweep down

those mighty walls of injustice.

Christin Driscoll is a sophomore in the College and is
photo editor of The HOYA.

synonomous. They are not. After
examining the facts, I have con-

consistent

with

their “symbolic”

divest

itself

of

the

versity funds? Do not they themselves accept “blood money”?
It should be recognized that one
can be against apartheid without
being for divestment. The protestors
have ignored this. They have atthat read “Georgetown

money

blood

reasoned

money”

make

no

is

for demanding divestment (symbolic—in case you're wondering), but

reason was not the first line of defense.
“Freedom College” wanted to attract attention. It did. Through its
tactics it managed to draw negative
attention to the anti-apartheid movement,

$10

nies which invest in South Africa.
But I submit that it would be more
constructive to leave the money in,
and as investors in South Africa’s
future, attempt to ensure that our

investment works for the good of
the nation as a whole. Furthermore, if SCAR and PSU were to be

nignly to inaction. For as long as we
have had what's been called modern
government (complete with the modern presidency and the modern Congress), our elected officials have gone
on record about federal spending and

unbearable,

some

Something simply must be done. Something has been done, and it remains
for us to face the consequences or to
provide a better response.
Something had to be done athout

accept the Libyan action as one answer to a very difficult problem. It was
an ugly response, no doubt, but as
John Stuart Mill reminds us, “the de-

remedy

is needed.

cayed

state

of

feeling which

moral

and

patriotic

thinks that nothing

worth fighting for is much

is

worse.”

the budget. “Where will the money
come from?” they have asked. “Well,

international terrorism. Ours is an age

hos-

I cannot say that we should accept

something must be done!” they have
announced after the inevitable ensuing silence.

tages” has become as common as “Jap-

every solution proffered. History shows
the fruits of such an attitude. Thus the
Holocaust and Crusades constitute a

in which the phrase “American

Gramm-Rudman legislates responsibil<
ity, and because it interferes with our
doing as we please by tightening our

do know, that something

needed to, be

‘done’
«*

part of our

Western

heritage.

heritage is to question why.
member that ours is also to
and any response that resists
destructive tendency towards

Our

But reanswer,
the selfinaction

- is'worth, dt the Very leadt,'our Serutly
“and our CORSA ration;

History also shows that, as the seeds

of world war again began. to germinate,

Einstein,

a

profound

pacifist,

Miche! Karte > a sophomore in the
College.

stance, would not they refuse Uni-

course, those who went to the “teach
in” could learn of SCAR’s reasons

million it holds in stock in compa-

wrote President Roosevelt and suggested the development of atomic
weaponry, lest the Nazi scientists did
it first, and last. We should at least

opposition has’ probably arisen because

go!” offer no reason as to why. Of

ing corporations which operate in
South Africa to improve the lot of
the blacks there. Certainly it would
be a symbolic gesture for George-

I do not know if Grammthe answer. But it is an
as the cancer of budget
federal excesses become

, actually do some good. Much of the

argument. Cries of “GU! You know!
South Africa stocks have got to

Friday night they went
to Healy basement in
search of people to join
their candlelight vigil.
That was fine. Their
methods were not fine.

belts for us.
Rudman is
answer. And
deficit and

anese imports.” With the number of
Americans being captured or killed on
the increase, and with recent provocation, our president diagnosed a need
Well, something has been done. It’s
for action. He ordered airstrikes on
called Gramm-Rudman, and nobody’s
terrorist bases in Libya. I don’t know
very happy with it. Perhaps it is a
; snake-oil cure. Then again, it may... -what I think of the Libyan affair. But I

tempted to gain support by appealing to emotion, not reason. Flyers

cluded that it is better not to divest.
My view does not make me a racist.
My conclusion is that by retaining
its stocks, the University can maintain a stronger voice in encourag-

thing must be done is that every so
often something is done. History clearly
shows that people tend to resign be-

The danger with saying that some-

versity displayed its misunderstanding of the notion of

to their cause. Their disrespect for
their fellow students is obvious.
My second point of contention is
the protest’s “divest now” position.
They attempted to present antiapartheidism and divestment as

town’ to

el

right of students to criticize their University without
fear of reprisal from the University or their fellow
students.
By allowing Freedom College to exist for two weeks,
the University showed understanding of what a “Univer-

Shanties.. A Step To00 Far

lege did not receive much support

M

GUPS certainly could have restrained those who would
seek to attack the shanty and its occupants. Yes, there
was potential for violence, but, more important was the

Owen

Apartheid is wrong. There are
few at Georgetown who would argue the case for apartheid. Yet the
majority of us did not flock to
White Gravenor to enroll in “Freedom College.” In fact, when the
administration ordered the protests
shanty torn down, public opinion
appeared to support the action.
There are two primary reasons for
this. The first is the behavior of the
protestors. The second is disagreement with their “divest now” stance.
I support the anti-apartheid movement and respect the intentions of
those who work to end the South
African system of racial discrimination, but the protestors allowed their
conduct to detract from the support which could have been raised
against injustice in South Africa.
The students of Freedom Col-

ye

THE 14TH

were using a symbol to speak for an ideal, to do what
they thought they could do to lash out against injustice.
Administration officials argued that they removed
the shanty to protect the students involved. If the
University truly believed that a shanty of cardboard
and plywood could spark a violent confrontation among
students then the University should not only have been
able to protect but had an obligation to protect those
who were peacefully sitting down for what they believe.

removal of the challengers. In this situation, it was the

challengers, the questioners, who were harmed. They
were not committing violent or threatening acts; they

13...

ME

a cause

about

which

most

would otherwise feel positively.
The same week that 1500 people
volunteered to participate in Hands
Across Georgetown, an average of
five manned the teach-in. The leaders of the anti-apartheid movement
at Georgetown must change tactics

and strategy if they wish to be
effective here. If they do not reevaluate their course, they may
soon incense people to the degree
that they also ignore the issues and
form an emotionally based countermovement.
Karen Owen is a sophomore in the
College.

Thomas

Jones

GU

Needs An Identity

Georgetown has an identity problem. University officials, alumni and sometimes students repeatedly defend
the merits of Georgtown’s special education. The Catholic, Jesuit tradition, they argue, lifts this collegiate commu-

ideals we're supposed to follow really are.

nity

sity is on a collision course with mediocrity. As our classes
grow and buildings rise we are losing touch with, if there
ever was such a thing, whatever it is that could make
Georgetown different from or better than other universities. We may never have the endowment or the academic

above

our

supposed

academic

rivals.

Ivy

League

schools may have better facilities and more money but
their educations fail to expose students to the Hill top’s
own brand of learning.

I remember hearing something like this in a speech from
Father Healy during freshman orientation. I searched
through a mist of fatigue and alcohol (what was left over
from the night before) for some guiding principle to carry
me through my education and my life. He went on about
creating citizens at Georgetown while foreign students

sitting next to me kept whispering about Mexico’s national
debt.

The few alumni I have talked to express a hope that the
special Georgetown

experience is being preserved. They

worry that the avarice of the 80's will squeeze it out of
our thinking. Just the other day a distinguished graduate
of the class of 1970 asked me if I had taken advantage
of the Georgetown education. I had to admit that I wasn’t
really sure what that was supposed to be.
Very few students even know

that Georgetown

is sup-

posed to be different. The undergraduates who do talk
about the special experience here speak in huge generalities that have little to do with most people’s education.
Each alumnus defines his own version of what makes
Georgetown special and some can’t define anything at all.
Meanwhile Jesuits want students to understand the universe with reason while experiencing the wonder that it
exists at all. But no one can explain the principle behind
this education. The students themselves have almost no
idea what this unusual experience we supposedly live, the

It’s entirely possible that Georgetown used to be aspecial university and that our elders don’t accumulate persiflage just to hear themselves talk. But in 1986 this univer-

prestige of Harvard or Stanford but this is no reason not to
improve our weaknesses. What Georgetown should never
be is a second rate clone of these big schools. We must
stress our potential advantages; we must define our identity.
The good thing is that we already have the seed of such

a special educational philosophy and tradition. Some people already get an unusual education here. Students who
tutor inner city children, who work at soup kitchens live

the spirit that, if integrated into everyone's Georgetown
life, could make this a gem of a school. That spirit is the
mission of service: service to this school, to your community, to your country (excuse the mawkish patriotism) and

if you like service to your God.
Every student should be aware that this is what sets
Georgetown’s lessons apart. Moreover Georgetown must

stress service as a part of this education. We would have an
ideal to strive for and an identity to follow. When people
understand this ideal they are supposed to fulfill, they are
half the way to living it. Defining our philosophy may be

just the first step but is a crucial one. Maybe some day the
commitment to service of each alumnus or alumna will
identify him or her unmistakably a graduate of Georgetown.

Thomas

Jones

is a sophomore

Campus Opinion/Q «What Do you Think about the Opposite Sex at Georgetown?
good

College

and

is

Compiled

Kendall

Wagstaff-

Callahan and Marianne

by

Hermann

I'll rate them a 10 for looks and
personality, but I'll subtract one
for being too pushy.
Larry Holmes
CAS 86

I think the opposite sex deserves
a six or a seven. There are a lot of

I would give guys at Georgetown
a seven...they are pretty good
looking, but a lot of them are too
cocky.
Miki Ryan
CAS 86

in the

Viewpoint editor of The HOYA.

looking girls, but they are

kind of hard to talk to. Overall, I
really am not disappointed.
Tom Zachar

SES 89

I've been scoping form the same
chair for the past 197 years; I
was getting bored of scoping only
guys... now I am scared that some
of them are scoping me. As for the

On a scale of one to 10, I would
say that Georgetown girls rate an 8
as far as looks go, but, as far as

personality, onely a 6 or 7. Georgetown girls are attractive, but I have
not spent much time on other
campuses so I don’t have much to

»

ie

compare them to.

:

;

Jim Seaward
CAS '89

women at Georgetown, they have
brought both romance

and charm

to this campus. I have seen many
I would give then
guys

as friends

are

five... the
great, but as

boyfriends they have a lot to learn.
Chrissie Rubin
CAS 88

I would give them a 10, but
subtract a point for lack of courage.
_ Nancy Flanagan
.
CAS 86

girls coming in and out; I'd say
they are surely aggressive and on

top of things. I rate them....6.9.
John Carroll
Priest, Patriot, Prelate
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The Battle over Divestment

Clamping

Down on the Divestment Protest
One

of 35 students arrested

carried from White-Gravenor

Thursday

Fletcher

afternoon.

(SFS

14tt
doo
wit]
gra
sho
flas
pec
the
hin
dar

waiting Metropolitan Police paddywagons by Georgetown University
Protective Service officers. All the

Marguerite

'86), SCAR

ply:

is

to

students

presi-

who

are arrested

are re-

leased by Friday afternoon. (Below)
Television cameras record the action as GUPS officers drag away
students who are blocking the exit
of Metro Police vehicles carrying
the protestors from the shanty.

dent, speaks to a crowd as the pro-

test escalates with the placing of a
symbolic shanty on Copley Lawn.
Fletcher and her organization, along
with members of the Progessive
Student Union, lead the protest,
which began April 11 with the takeover of the main entrance to White-

to

Photo. by Kevin Ciotta -

dir
ter

wi

Gravenor. The sit-in which followed
the

takeover

is, at this

point,

ap-

proaching its third week.

to

by

ristin

Driscoll

Protestors are handed over to Metro Police and hauled down to the Second District Station for processing.
Most of the students are charged with unlawful entry, stemming from their occupation of White-Gravenor.

Photo by Christin Driscoll"

The aftermath, Friday morning. The refuse from =
White-Gravenor

is gathered as maintenance crews
TE ——

clean up after the demonstrators. Along with the gar-

T———

bage are the necessities of the modern protest: crates
of food, a refrigerator, and a tape player.
Maintenance workers moved in immediately after
the arrests, as other University personnel demolished
the shanty. A few protestors remained inside White-

Gravenor after the others were arrested but left after
a couple of hours.

re

In razing the shanty demonstration, the administra-

tion also destroyed what
dom College,” leaving
The students who were
candlelight vigil Friday
Freedom College.

had become known as “Freefew vestiges of the protest.
arrested would return for a
night, but little remains of

Photo by Christin Driscoll
Photo by Kevin Ciotta

To Join The Newest

For $10

If You Are In Search

Earn Guaranteed
$3000

Of That Special Someone

FEMALES
976-7800

For 1986-1987 School Year.

;

Only 6-8 hrs/wk.
Select

own

hours,

work

on

campus. Potential to earn even
more $$.
:

For more
a %
call David Kramer {SBA 84):

This Call Costs ONLY $1.00

|

(617) 969-7000; ext. 164.

NOTICE!
QE2 STANDBY FARE To EUROPE—NOW $599.

Get a free copy of “Manhattan Moves”—
the insider’s guide to finding an affordable

i

Call By Phone

DIAL-A-DATE
MALES
976-7700

’

in Dating

1-301-922-3816

FINDING AN APARTMENT
IN MANHATTAN TAKES
THE RIGHT EDUCATION
apartment in Manhattan.

Fad

MAHATAL
mo

To welcome potential new
residents to the city, and dispel

some myths about housing in
New York, we have published a
book called “Manhattan Moves”.
It’s the ultimate insider's guide
to apartment hunting in the
Big Apple.

This standby fare provides a

a $75 deposit is required with

berth in a room for 4 (we'll

find traveling companions for

your request. For details, see
your travel agent or write:

you). Or, for $699, sail in a
minimum grade room for 2

Cunard, PO. Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,

people. This limited offer is
subject to withdrawal without
prior notice and may not be
combined with any other offer.

NY 10163.

Rate does not include taxes or
airfare. Confirmation will be

UEEN
LIZABETH
irtis Resists
TH
hegety

given 3 weeks prior to sailing;

“Manhattan Moves” helps

you set your sights on the right
type of apartment and location. It
takes you on a tour of the city’s

perma

LUNARD

SCHOOL
APPLICANTS
ENGLISH.CLASSES nthe best

i

-f

medical‘'center of the Americas. safe. ©
cosmopolitdn San Jose. Costa Rica
Established. non-profit university
medical school. full curriculum
including all chinicals: over 2.500 bed
modern medical center American
styled curriculum. Limited openings for
North Americans

July

Loans available.

classes now being filled.

MEC UACA-MED
pplication office:

1655 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard
West Palm Beach. Florida 33401

(305) 683-6222

© CUNARD 1985

‘neighborhoods, introduces you to
the available housing, gives you

vital facts about transportation,
housing laws, renting, sharing, and

Dear Graduate:

much more.

The Office of Public Relations plans to send out press releases about
your GU activities and graduation to your hometown newspaper(s). Please
fill out the section below and return it by June 3 to Anne Klass, Main
Campus Public Relations. Healy Bldg./4th fl, Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C. 20057. If you have any questions, call 625-3708.

3

(Please print or type.)
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ment, but it will definitely get you

“moving” in the right direction.
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“Manhattan Moves” today. It won't

guarantee you a Manhattan apart-

DEGREE

pry

The book gives you inside
advice on actually finding the
apartment you've targeted. It helps
you find the hottest listings, tells you
how to canvas, and how to select
a broker.
Send for a free copy of

SCHOOL AND MAJOR

PARENTS’ NAME(S)
AND ADDRESS (ES)
(Town/City Only)

Your Name

School
Address
State’.

Zip

State

Zip

Home Address

Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041
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Send me a copy of “Manhattan Moves”, The Insider's Guide to finding an
Apartment in Manhattan—free without cost or obligation.

ACADEMIC

HONORS/ACTIVITIES AT GU

HOMETOWN PAPER(S)
AND ADDRESS (ES)

JT

ET

TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT.
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020
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Community Service Beckons Georgetown Graduate
off-white walls and tan carpet. As he relike a priest coming

medical

advice,

housing alternatives, education. The
center will help over 500 women this
year by providing everything from maternity and baby clothes to such houshind the door of the center, a long, ° ing alternatives as “shepherding families,” which Horgan described as “pridark, narrow hallway extended down
vate families trained to house single
to the Center's office. Jim Horgan, the
pregnant women or women with small
director of the NW Pregancy Aid Center, opened the door to greet visitors
with a smile and a friendly handshake.
“The center will help
Inside the room was unpretentious
over 500 women this
and spartan. Its cleanliness and order
was a welcome change from the street
year.”
outside. The furniture was aging and
children” Horgan explained that his
of no particular style. A few educaown “involvement results from, first, a
tional pamphlets lay on the table. A
desire to work at a grass-roots level
small pile of baby clothes was folded
with a hands-on capacity, secondly, in
neatly on the dresser and a collection
an area of need.”
of plastic toys sat on the bookshelf.
“I think the housing situation and
Horgan’s cream sweater and ian pants
poor nutrition have led to Washingalmost matched the wooden dresser,
DE

ELLINGSON

G

REVIEW

SAVE

898.1577

Ask about our
Guarantee and
Early Registration Discount

mmTTRaee

CLIP

&

]

GIVE BLOOD
Ra
American Red Cross

derstand

facilities

within

taking it much

advocates the importance
of medical care
throughout pregnancy
and birth.”

more lightly.”

Horgan graduated from Georgetown’s
School of Foreign Service in 1980, majoring in European History and Diplomacy. After graduation, he began writing executive correspondence for the

a

have confused the center with zealous
pro-life anti-abortion organizations.
The literature on the table did not
indicate any such position. There was

White House. He had always wanted
a writer

and

it seemed

like

a

logical step from Georgetown. As time

told a story of a young girl
&

of what’s

involved in a pregnancy. . . . They were

to be
CLIP

the consequences
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PEAK PERFORMANCE
We offer a superior service at competitive rates.
— Pickup & Delivery Available
— Overnight jobs accepted
— Small jobs are no problem
— Student rates available

YOUR

GRADES

DEPEND ON IT?

Call today for your no obligation quote, 223-4558
Or visit us at our convenient

1705 K St., NW
Above

the Farragut

Hours: 9-5
(Evenings

MENTION

North
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CONGRATULATIONS,

#230

Monday

THIS AD AND
CLIP

location

Metro Station (Red

and Weekends

Line)

thru Friday

by Appointment)

RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT*

*Offer Expires 4/30/86
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SAVE

distinguished

the

two

groups,

saying

Pregnancy

Centers,”

as opposed

to

“Pregnancy Aid Centers.”
“I was driven

to this area of need

because I perceived a lack of alternatives to abortion and the lack of ser-

vices to women with any type of distressful pregnancy,” Horgan said. In
Horgan’s eyes, the abstract moral issue
of abortion should not interfere with
the welfare of women in need.
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Horgan

pro-life philosophy, but we are nonpartisan. Some groups are the ‘savethe-baby’ type. We are not that type;
some almost call us ‘liberal.’ The antiabortion groups do give facts, but they
are highly emotional. I don’t think
it’s a good counseling measure. If anything, it prohibits discussion.” After a
pause, he continued, “I really don’t
think there’s any need for it” Horgan
that most of the vehement pro-life
groups identify themselves as ‘Crisis

“The Center strongly

cated to me that they didn’t quite un-

PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING

NE

+

all had a special meaning for her... .
The behavior of the two friends indi-

it does arrange for prenatal examina-

GN @ ED ED ED @h EN ED 6D ED EF ED 6 6D.

CES

SEMINARS

G

tality rate by providing housing alternatives, and prenatal education.
“To begin with,” Horgan said, “you
need to address the question, ‘What
will I do once the baby is born?”
Horgan finds that sometimes he has to
tell women bluntly, “You need prenatal care. You may not want it, but you
need it” The center strongly advocates
the importance of medical care throughout pregnancy and during birth. While
the center does not conduct medical
examinations, beyond a pregnancy test,
birthing

other one,

“We agree to pro-life
philosophy, but we are
non-partisan.”

The center tries to combat DC’s mor-

tions and
hospital.
Horgan

The

though, seemed much more serious. It

problems which arise from pregnancy,”

TE

Call 667-7814.

© ED ED 6) Eb ED

spree of sex jokes.

found out and deported. As a result,
they often wait until they are seven
months pregnant before they seek help.

phasis is more to help women with the

EEE

eOOOEGCO@mG®E@nmEn

oe

Environmental Jobs
Available this summer with
Greenpeace

5 65 6D ED ED

the literature, Horgan said that he
“overheard the two friends going on a

gally and are afraid to go to a DC
clinic because they think they will be

helps women through various means:
assistance,

homework in the waiting room. As all
the girls were looking through some of

number of Hispanics living in the district, Horgan pointed out, are here ille-

dren in need,” Horgan said. The center
financial

of some third world nations. A large

COS

door were dirty and deserted, scattered
with trash. On one side, a heavy metal
grate enclosed the windows of a pawn
shop. Across the street, a neon sign
flashed “Popeye’s Hamburgers.” A few
people walked down the street with
their faces buried in their coats. Be-

“We identify ourselves as a social
service organization to women and chil-

one girl was in the examination room,
the other two were giggling over their

a pamphlet entitled Nutrition for Your
Baby's First Year, and another one
called Community of Caring. “Our em-

PCr

14th St. The sidewalks in front of the

into a church’s

community room.

passed, however, he realized that he
was becoming frustrated by the social
detachment of White House work.
“People in support roles or policy roles
tend to think in the abstract, whereas
here we're dealing more with the handson concrete reality. . . . Here we're right
on the front lines.” This preference for
the concrete, individual help which a
social service worker can give, convinced Horgan to start working for the
center. After a year of volunteering in
his free time, Horgan finally quit his
job at the White House to work at the
center full time.
The center has recently faced problems with the media and public, who

did

The sign on the gray wall said simply: NW Pregnancy Aid Center: 1314

of 16 coming in for a pregnancy test
with two 15 year old girlfriends. As the

B

Staff Writer

ton’s having the second highest infant
mortality rate in the nation (after Detroit),” Hogan explained. The District's
infant mortality rate is higher than that

3AVS

HOYA

turned with two cups of tea, he looked

ooecesrenseeceTEoODO@®@Be

by Mary Ann Placzek
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Skabeeti, you've done a good thing, (boss, doi, doi).
You're Murder. I'll miss you as you “bruise” out o’ here.
Make sure to Ignem Mittere Interram.

I'm behind you a hundred percent, Bubba.
Love,
Michael
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cartoon. Enjoy his
good humor, love of

Now, Ourisman Ford

Montgomery Mall is the only

dealer offering an additional
$500 to be applied as
downpayment towards your new
vehicle purchase.

$400 from Ford plus $500 from
Ourisman Ford Montgomery Mall

gives you $900 towards your
purchase. Hurry in now as this is
a Limited Time Offer!

CALL 469-8800 FOR DETAILS or fill out the coupon below.

fine food, and his

friendship

Ask for Jorge Flores.

—
Name

Cooking,
priced,
served
warm and friendly atmosphere.
Open 11 am to 1 am MondaySaturday Sunday 2 pm-12 am
1639 Wisconsin Avenue NW 337-2285
Authentic
reasonabl

in Georgetown.

Because of a special offer from
Ford Motor Company, you may be
eligible for a $400 purchase
certificate direct from Ford and
pre-approved credit of up to
$13,500 on the purchase of new
1986 Ford cars and trucks.

COMPLETE MENU:
Lunch — $§ 8.50
Dinner — $10.95

Sandwiches on french bread,
Special dishes from chef Michel,

Selection of Frozen Daquiris!!!!

Ourisman Ford Co., Inc.

Address

No. 3745

Montgomery Mall
10401 Motor City Drive © Bethesda, Maryland 20817

(301) 469-8800
City

State

10401

Motor City Drive

Bethesda, MD 20817
(301) 469-8800

$500.00
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Jorge Flores

Ford
Ourisman
Montgomery M

19

Next to Hechinger's

PAY TO
THE ORDER OF

Model interested in

Mail to:

April 2

At Montgomery Mall

Zip

Fill in your name and endorse the back of this check. This
is your
down payment for an eligible vehicle under the Ford College
Graduate Purchase Program. This check is valid 412/86 — 5/31/86.
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AUTO BANK
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Entertainment
~ Hoya Bands: Variety Is the Spice Of Life
the band’s growing exposure.
“In our sophomore year, we were
becoming better known and all the
jobs we got were too big for our
system,” says Ismael Gonzalez, Idle
Minds’ bassist. “We just didn’t have the
guts to make the investment earlier.”
Today the Hilltop is lucky to enjoy
the talents of several different groups.
Their common denominators are experience, talent and the love of a good
time. Not surprisingly, the similarities
end here. Each band is unique in its
audience, repertoire, and style of performance.
The first band to emerge at Georgetown in the past few years is Idle Minds.

by Jennifer Caspar
‘Rock music at Georgetown. “Hey
isn’t that the place where saxophone
superstars bellow from the tops of
tables in the local in front of a rowdy
crowd which refuses to be moved from
its feet? 2” asks the naive outsider who
fell prey to the imagery of St. Elmo's

Fire last summer.
Actually, Georgetown will probably

see a clean Pub floor before it sees
that degree of unrestrained creative
talent on a typical weekend in the
Tombs. But rock and roll is definitely
not dead.
Georgetown will soon bid a fond
farewell to Idle Minds, its pioneer rock

RE
HR

‘as the senior band on campus. Con‘sequently, several new bands will move
into the spotlight at hotspots such as

|

the Pub, Winston's and Harbin Patio.

pb

Children of the Reagan generation,
Georgetown, students are competitive
and ambitious. As yuppies-in-training,
Hoyas are active both in and out of
the classroom, participating to pack

bit
~~

hoto by Pia Hoffma

. The Idle Minds: caught between eriginality sand accessibility,

Internships, campus organiza-

ority. It’s not a professional stepping
stone.
Surprisingly, in the face of such a
stifling atmosphere, Georgetown is
finally reaping the rewards of students
creating rock bands. And they're all in

and

it for the sheer, unadulterated fun of

their resumes with delicious achieve-

ments.
hve

Es

tions,

volunteer

projects

offer

it.

choice pickings.
As a result, one would not expect

The initial organization of a band is
difficult, posing formidable stumbling
blocks that seek to “separate the men
from the boys.” Finding talent is the

the formation of independent musical

~

groups—let alone rock bands—to receive a student's extracurricular pri-

easy part. The technical public relations aspects are not so simple.
“I would advise any new band to
establish contacts both on and offcampus early on,” explains John Lyons, lead guitarist for Idle Minds. “Go
ahead and play a few parties foo free if
you know there'll be a big crowd there
to hear you.”
The purchase of high quality equipment and the means to transport it are
very important to meet the needs of

Staff Writer

Anthony Liguori embodies contemporary theater at
‘Georgetown. From Shepard to Simon, David Mamet to
Caryl Churchill, Liguori has acted in or directed works
by most of the current American playwrights.
“I live theater. I've always got to be doing a show.

apart or accept or whatever.

For me,

personally,

23 plays he has done in the past four years.
“When I started directing, I wanted to do contemporary things because I think it means more to
today’s audience. I think contemporary shows are
coming from people alive today, wanting to speak to
audiences alive today and as a director, I like to take
that, mangle it in my own way, deliver it to an audience,”

and technical people. “I think it’s a challenge to pull as
much out of an actor as possible without saying, ‘do it
like this.”
“As a director, I kind of see my job as a combination
of having a vision and making the actors and set people
and technical people present it, but at the same time
giving the cast, the crew, a sense of their own creativity.”
“It’s not worthwhile for me if I put up a show and I
love it, and everyone

Last in a series

Almost single handedly, Liguori (CAS '86)
Independent Theater at Georgetown, most
Friday Afternoon Theatre. He changed FAT’s
from reader's theater into fuller productions with
emphasis on acting.

revived
notably
format
special

, Liguori, 22, has been involved in ten FAT productions.

there's a lot more control, there’s a lot more freedom.”

As a director, “I can test myself and bring out myself
in everything I do there.” But there are still some roles

Liguori has also acted in 15 productions at Georgetown. “The thing I like about acting is, it's a way to

“manipulate reality. You can take people you know or
people you don’t know or situations you know and
and

whether

you

act

or

direct,

sound

or you

copy.

Many

Idle Minds has been very successful
at copying the actual sounds of other
bands, especially because of Alagia’s
voice and the group’s tight, clean and

the aspiration to form a rock group.
With the exception of Ismael, whose
training was in classical piano, they
all had previous experiences in bands
from high school.
“This Spaniard and I played together
a lot,” recounts Alagia of their earliest

like to play, such as Oscar Madison

you're

by William Saroyan, but his all-time favorite is Mamet.

“I enjoy doing David Mamet because I like his flair for
language and the way urbanites talk, aggressive people
talk. It’s just fun to say that stuff, to get it out of my
mouth.” Liguori is from the Bronx.
“I've learned something with each show I do about
people and about how different actors behave with

Meanwhile,

Lyons

and

Ever had a grumbling in your stomach

that

made

everyone

in

Macro-

theory turn their heads and laugh? Did
the professor hear it too? Can Joe
Hoya live on Marriott and Pub beer
alone?
Despite popular opinion, we discovered that Joe Hoya actually does more
than drink to entertain himself. In
fact, eating figured prominently among
the average Hoya’s favorite extracurricular activities. From morning ’til
night, he can be spotted partaking in
pleasures of the appetite.
On the average, those questioned in

the “Hoya Hot Spot” went out to eat
about

two

spending

or

three

times

approximately

a

week,

$15-20

each

time.

Where do these big spenders go?
The results of our survey of Hoya Hot
Spots begun last week are as follows. ..

or, most probably, nursing a brutal
hangover, bottomless champagne eases
into the picture at a modest extra cost.
Likewise,

the

atmosphere

is

more

relaxed than most places around which
also offer brunch, allowing Joe Hoya
to go back for seconds and thirds
without much embarrassment.
Due to its popularity, Houlihan’s
recently extended the hours of brunch
service from 10 a.m. to 9 a.m. This
serves as an added attraction for those
Hoyas not patient enough to wait for
Marriott to open its doors at 11.

Taste and affordability have made
Houlihan's brunch both enjoyable and
practical,

and

apparently,

Hoyas

are

taking full advantage of it.
Honorable

mention

goes

to

The

View on top of the Key Bridge Marriott
Hotel in Rosslyn. Although more expensive

than

Houlihan’s,

The

View

group)

and

Phote by Al Ring

to get

better

ac-

this popular sound, they find themselves caught in a proverbial Catch-22.
It has become very difficult for their
original songs to be accepted.

For Alagia, the primary songwriter,
this is especially frustrating. “I'd like
to do more originals,” he says. Indeed,

he is the most serious musician of the

bartenders would always make a lot of

four Minds. “I'd like to go into music

Professionally that is. Experience
has taught them the ins and outs of the
business. They now have the best

as a career. I enjoy arranging songs.”
According to di Diego, Alagia “will

sound system of any band on campus

that he constantly revises the group’s
work, seeking to improve it. “He's a
lot like Van Gogh, but with two ears.”
As the Minds entered their sopho-

money wheniwe played. We play there
three times a semester— that's more
than any other campus band,” Brereton
asserts.
Unlike Idle Minds, whose mobility

never have a finished project,” noting

more

year, another band

entered the

campus music scene with an extremely
different approach. The Pub Rats,
while strictly a cover band, have their
own distinct sound. With four guitars,

the student

population.

is the food good

Not

it is easy

HOYA

We've

Advertising

heard

Manager

it often enough:

The

El

Salvador—a

country

broiled with death, covered
spoon

em-

up with

fed to the American

that’s not

Boyle, NBC
witnessed

Having

photothe

easy

to

hor-

Cam-

bodia, the Middle East, and Central
America, Boyle escaped to El Salvador with one goal in mind: to show the
truth to the American public with his

Dictator—his death squads; The Disappeared
— their dumping sites; The
Place:

story of Richard
jounalist.

rors of civil wars in Vietnam,

The film is neither a documentary,
nor a fictional drama. It is the true

camera.

&E

equipment

allow

them

to

sake, they can be heard in the Hall of
Nations, in their birthplace Darnall
Lounge or at one of the infamous frat

parties.

he

is risking his

neck

just

to get

a

story that will never be published. Accompanied by Dr. Rock (James Belushi), a “fossil” disk-jockey left over
from the seventies, the two friends

take a fun-cruise down to El Salvador.
to Dr.
blues.

Jon

Rock’s

antics

Savage,

as

and
John

binding character that is the keystone
to the film.
As their previous roles have stown,
Savage and Woods are phenomenal
actors, and Salvador is certainly no
exception.
It is no surprise that El Salvador is
in turmoil. What is startling, however,
is how director Oliver Stone emotion-

Houston's cook at work.
romance

(if

this

exists).

Guy

Cote

ally reproduces the trauma of a people
at war with their government. With
powerfully

With

since well-documented the deaths, the
. protests to the dictatorship and the
displays this obscene event almost as if

Boyle's

4

then execution, of four American nuns.
Although the American media has

subsequent investigations, Stone's film

, grapher. Although the Cassady character is somewhat of a cliché, his is the

Photo

have experienced.
One scene which leaves a permanent impression is the brutal rape,

However, Boyle, as played by James

responds

restaurant dining is most common.

brings home the terror the Salvadorians

Woods, is not so heroic. He is a pitiful
figure who never stops wondering why

|

The actors perform brilliantly together, and the audience immediately

offers a more extravagant setting and
menu to satisfy those Hoyas with
gourmet palates and sophisticated
tastes.
Allin all, brunch seems to be a quite
popular with Joe Hoya, but still, regular

explosive

scenes,

Stone

it were a logical progression in a country full of violence.

It leaves one with a sense of the
awesome

impotency

of the American

government's policy in action and the
feebleness of the American people’s
cries for humanity.
Of course, Salvador is decidedly onesided in its political views—its sympa-

thies lying with the peasants. But when
Boyle screams “Vietnam vengeance!”
to the American general, the audience
shouts in agreement. Bringing the audience

into

the

action

is the

magic

of

the film; it forces them to realize the
stark conditions of Salvadorian life.
Opening up the mind to an opposing
point of view is devastating to one’s

belief system
— but if one isn’t willing
to consider other people’s views, then
the United States will continue to make
gross errors in Latin American foreign
policy:
Salvador succeeds
this message across.

‘
well

in. getting

both

light meals and traditional meat-andpotatoes arrangements, Houston's entrees satisfy Hoyas of all tastes.
Although its bar is known for singles
action, the restaurant itself is distinct
with its semi-private tables. Topped
off with great drinks, notably Long
Island

Iced

to

a special

be

Teas,

Houston’s

treat

for

proves

any

col-

lege student.

Due to GU’s location in the heart of
Georgetown, Hoya diners have more
than enough eateries to choose from.

Other high-ranking places to dine
according to the “Hot Spots” survey
are J. Paul's and The American Cafe
for sandwiches. But what about a quick
appetite safisfier? How does ice cream
sound?
Irresistible Ice Cream Parlors

only
on

Ranging from waffles to eggs Benedict to fresh fruit and homemade
muffins, Houlihan's aims to please. All
this can be yours in unlimited quantities

large

the group has a much more gutsy and

by Felicia Levy

Salvador.

tasting, but also—

and most importantly,
the student budget.

and

play off-campus more often, the Pub
Rats’ engagements are usually more
campus-oriented. Besides their name-

Graphic Salvador Hits the Heart

digest, particularly when it’s a story
told with such graphic detail as in

Restaurants Ranking Tops
“Good food, good prices, nice atmosphere. It’s middle of the road in
price!” That's Houston's on Wisconsin
Avenue, the #1 choice among Hoyas
for favorite restaurant.
Known for their prime rib and
barbecued spare ribs, Houston's wide
selection of food appeals to those
looking for a good, and moderately
priced meal. Despite the long wait
(often up to 45 minutes on weekend
nights), customers keep coming back.
Under the constant drone of conversation, Hoya couples dine in comfort and relaxation in this dimly lit
restaurant, quite condusive to Hoya

get jobs on campus,” drummer Bill
McGarvey recalls, “everyone in there
(GUFSCU) told people ‘hire the Pub
Rats, they owe us money.’ ”
As for a name, the group established
the Pub as their guiding influence.
“Our friends like to drink and the

have made in the past four years.

It's a scenario

Best Brunch
Houlihan’s,Georgetown Park. Once
again, this fine eatery comes up
among GU'’s list of favorites. Houlihan’s brunch has consistently pleased

Ca-

Credit Union loan got the Pub Rats off to a start.

Cassady, portrays the superior photo-’
Staff Writers

Joe

Laborde

Out On the Town—Hoya Style: Part 2
HOYA

explained

played together in Harbin. All the
while, they kept their eyes peeled for

lies, and
public.

each other, with me,” he concludes.

For those without much work to do,

a band,”

picked up the bass easily.”

and a van to move it with on a
moment's notice. The contacts they've
established off-campus have proved
lucrative in terms of both exposure
and financial gain.
Musically, the group is right where
they began—playing other people’s
music. Alagia, though, has written
several original songs which the group

in Neil

presenting it and making a statement.
“You're showing viewpoint and creating a work of
art that audiences can look at and say, ‘I recognize that’
or ‘I don’t recognize that’ or ‘I don’t know what this
means’ or ‘I like what this says. CR)
Liguori is very much an actor and a director. He
directs from an actor’s point of view and acts from a

by Susan Granger and Stephanie Yuhl

to form

band, but we didn’t need a keyboardist.
He has such an incredible ear and

quainted.
“We learned most of our songs
freshman year,” John Lyons remarked.
“Now we play gigs more than we
practice,” Alagia added with obvious
disappointment. And he’s justified. Idle
Minds has vast potential as they have
proved through the long journey they

Simon’s The Odd Couple, Teach in American Buffalo,
and Fran in Arthur Innaurato’s Gemini, a play he didirected this spring for Mask and Bauble.
:
“There have been times I've directed plays and I've
thought, “God, I'd like to do that role... But, usually
when I'm done directing, I think, no way, these guys
have done it better than I could do it.”
Plays that he would like to direct include Woody
Allen’s Play It Again, Sam and The Time of Your Life,

for a mere $8.95.

animosity between the two bands. It
didn’t take long for both to realize that
they didn’t have to compete for listeners. The two groups attract different crowds who expect different
performances from the bands.
Now in their junior year, the Rats
have primarily followed in the footsteps
of Idle Minds while blazing trails of
their own. They've been together since
November of the freshman year. “We
all lived near each other and decided

' ruso, guitarist. ‘We finally played together and we were loud,” added keyboardist Rich Brereton. “We would
compact sound. When they sing “And
practice everywhere. We played in one
She Was,” they sound like the Talking
place for a while, then get kicked out
Heads. They have subsequently built
and we'd move on.”
a following who enjoy bopping along
The band initially purchased their
with this imitative sound.
sound equipment with a loan from the
Unfortunately, in the creation of
GU credit union. “That helped us to

jam sessions in New South. Alagia actually taught di Diego to play the bass
guitar. “He really wanted to play in a

to the

else is miserable, and everyone

His direction of David Mamet's American Buffalo in
Spring 1984 marked the emergence of interest in FAT,
with larger audiences and more performances.
“Since then, things have really been expanding.
We've gotten more directors interested. It's become
more than just an English department thing, more of a
~ production-oriented thing. And so that’s helped theater
on campus.”

he would

own

bands, like Idle Minds, try to get
exposure through cover songs and
gradually incorporate some original
songs. And inbetween they hope not
to sacrifice their own sound to the
process of duplication.

known songs which are not originals

shared by the director, actors,

don’t feel like having a free-for-all either.”
“The process is just as important, if not more
important, than the product. The product really reflects
the process in a lot of ways. When both go really well,
it’s rewarding for everybody,” Liguori said.
“As an actor, deep down inside, I really fear that I
‘have a limited range. A lot of the roles I've played are
aggressive urbanites,” although he has performed
nonaggressive roles in plays by Moliere and Shakespeare.
“If I have to spend the rest of my life acting, I would
get certain parts and not others. But as a director,

An Actor/Director

know,

It’s a real dilemna— either you make
your

audience.
In the beginning, there existed some

vention of mutual friends, the Minds
practiced several times a week to learn
a couple sets of cover songs (well-

feels like they are serving me. But, on the other hand; I

A Portrait of the Artist at GU

by one

remembers. “We toyed around with
a lot of other names and finally arrived
at Idle Minds which just kind of stuck.”
Called together through the inter-

it’s

communal

he says.

experience

walk

didn’t like that one too much, ” Alagia

really creative. I feel like I can really test myself.”
For Liguori, putting up a show is very much of a

Ive done four at once sometimes,” Liguori said of the

don’t

by this fat lady we saw

day,” di Diego explains, singing a few
bars with a silly grin. Sadly, the people who come to see Idle Minds are
attuned to their polished, imitating
sound.

Jesuits in honor of the funereal view
out of Lyons’ window. “Father Healy

director's point of view, to the point where he usually
alternates acting and directing. “I think I've reached
the point where I can really understand what actors are
going through,” he said.
“I like presenting something for an audience to tear

by Anne Vallé Schlafly

ie

all agree that the best original we have
is “You Are So Fat’ a silly song inspired

noisy resonance. Their aim is different from that of Idle Minds— they're
not trying to copy. When they play
“Can’t Explain” they sound like the
Pub Rats—not like the Who. For this
reason, they attract a different brand of

the other half of the band that, once
united, would be known as the Dead

Living Theatre on the Hilltop
HOYA

provise and create original music. “We

Members John Alagia (vocals), John
Lyons (lead guitar), Ismael Gonzalez
di Diego (bass), and “Scooter” Laborde
(drums) all came to Georgetown with

band. The Pub Rats will inherit status

to im-

rr —
————

i

the creativity

Sr

ht
BE

definitely have
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1S

has performed. The four, as musicians

———
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Staff Writer

Thomas

Ice cream’s the treat at Thomas

Sweet.

:

Photo

by Virginna

Chin

Sweet, Wisconsin Avenue.

Famous for its blend-ins, Thomas
Sweet proves to be a popular studycontinued on page 11

Jim Belushi (left), James Woods, and John Savage
drama

Salvador.

in the political action
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Entertainment
Euro Film Kaos Soothes the Soul
by Quin Hillyer
HOYA

Staff Writer

4m

-

Watching an artsy European film
every so often is a good idea, for it
reminds you that a movie does not
necessarily need a plot to be enjoyable. Such is the case with Kaos, a
brilliantly photographed film by Paolo
and Vittorio Taviani which deftly and
feelingly chronicles life in turn-of-thecentury Sicily.
Adapted from the short stories of
Italian dramatist Luigi Priandello, Kaos
is actually a collection of five tales
unified only by the lilting, lulling
music of Nicola Piovani and an overwhelmingly sentimental sense of place.
The stories themselves are of the

re
y
1e
is
of

“slice-of-life” variety, with occasional
bits of wry occultism thrown in. One
examines the sorrow of an illiterate old
woman

at the lack of news in 14 years

from her sons in America. Another
sympathetically recounts the struggle
of some mountain folk to gain permission for their patriarch to be buried on

the piece of squatted land he built into
a close-knit settlement.

A third involves the plight of a
hunchbacked craftsman who, in repairing an immense terra-cotta jar for
a cruel landowner, becomes trapped
inside,

making

himself

a hero

to his

fellow workers in the process.
A final tale tells how young newlyweds cope with a mysterious and dis-

Cracked Stone, Artistic Delight

turbing enchantment of the husband
every time the moon is full.

For those who think the arts are

dead on the Georgetown campus,
EOE suggests taking a look at the

Barrenness and beauty, poverty and

pathos— each unites to leave a sense
of wonderment and awe. The Tavianis
achieve in their work a cinematic rarity: they hold their viewer's interest
not by action, but by feeling.
When music comes from the sky in
the guise of a burdened

crow,

current Bradford Graves sculpture

exhibit “This Mirror Can Crack A
Stone” currently on display in the
ICC Galleria through May 15. A

white

donation adds to the NBC arsenal

sculptures by Enid Tidwell through
the end of the month. . .
Ben

at the Library, which already houses

Hur and Ben Cross... Her-

man Wouk’s The Caine Mutiny
Court-Martial comes to the stage of
the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower
Theatre (872-0466) beginning May

over

80,000

hours

of radio

pro-

grams from 1926-1970. . .
Gone, But Not Forgotten... A
major exhibition organized by the

Corcoran Gallery of Art (638-3211)

29 after a three-week stint in Los

of more

Angeles.

the subject of war opened last week

The

production

will star

than

200 photographs

on

Chariots of Fire's Ben Cross and
veteran Hollywood actor Charlton

pumice mountains jut above a soft
blue sea, and a ruined Roman building

Heston,

who

is also directing

show
. . . Original

scripts

playwrights

currently

The viewer may well not know what
any of it means, but three and a quarter hours of it leaves one’s soul in
anything but chaos.

sought by the Trinity Players (965-

are

by

the

stands, lonely, on a hill, the sights and
sounds alone enchant.

local
being

4680) for their “Works-In-Progress”

Broadway Dreamgirls Venture South
by Suzie Freind

ro Ts. tl >su

HOYA

Contributing Editor

Take a trip back in time, to an era

RT

when light, “white” music dominated
the pop

charts, when

an appearance

on the stage of Harlem's Apollo The-

suddenly transformed into pop idols.
The road to success, for all involved, is

Holliday made famous on Broadway,
evinces Brown’s extraordinary capac-

program

paved with heartache as well as heart

ity to move an audience through a
combination of the heart-tugging soulfullness of her voice and a dominating
stage presence.
The source of the heartache which
dissolve the glue binding The Dreams
in friendship as well as business can be
found in the men who invade their

winter series. Submissions are being accepted through the end of
August. . .

throb, and in the end, each woman must
confront the consequences of stardom.
Deborah Burell is Deena Jones, the

ater was still the dream of every black

beautiful Dream who, while gaining
the worship of ‘a nation, experiences

performer,

only

known

and

the

as Motown

institution

now

was only a seed in

the mind of an ambitious young car
salesman.
The vehicle for this journey? Michael
Bennet's smash musical Dreamgirls,

a

dazzling and dynamite chronicle of
the evolution of the “black” sound—
from the soulful tones of rhythm-andblues to the lighter dance tunes characteristic of the early Motown stars.
The production traces the lives and
careers

of The

younger

Dreams,

singers

from

three

eager

Chicago

who

begin

their careers singing behind an

R&B

superstar

and

find

themselves

heartache.

group

The

is Lorrell

sassiest

Robinson

of

the

(Arnetia

Walker), perpetually perky, yet ultimately unhappy as she learns that to
balance the two things most important
to her—her career and her man— just
“Aint’ No Party.”
As the forgotten Dream Effie Mel-

ody White, Sharon Brown brings down
the house with the audience’s thundering applause.
Brown emanates power and presence each time she opens her mouth.
Her showstopper “And I Am Telling
You I'm Not Going,” though perhaps
not as booming as the version Jennifer

. lor, Jr. (Weyman Thompson) is disappointment and devastation. Thomp-

heartache

comes

in

form of her ever-wavering lover James
Thunder Early (Herbert L. Rawlings,
Jr.). Rawlings combines unfaltering energy and near-perfect comic timing to
produce a character who the audience
cannot help but adore despite his immature and irresponsible nature.
as

production

well

as

vocally,

is a smashing

Costumes— feathered,

beaded,

budding

in threes

girls.

Motown

era,

and

the

ad-

Gallery

Island Ave., NW)

continued from page 10
break stop off for Joe Hoya and his
sweet tooth. Even though it is sold for

Also popular
are the numerous
amounts of toppings, ranging from
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups and

less

M&M's

at

The

Center

Cafe

(about

70

cents less for a large scoop), Hoyas
tend to make the trek beyond the
gates for a wider selection and blend-in
What's your favorite flavor? “Oreo’s
and

and
com-

pact set holds more surprise contrap-_
tions than a Swiss Army knife.
For a “One Night Only” that will
remain for a very long time, be sure to
include Dreamgirls on the list of things
to do in the next six weeks.

:

Sid Caesar, and Flip Wilson. The

Zenith

ripping war
and continues through June 22. The
Indelible Image: Photographs of
War, 1846 to the Present offers a
collection of both the illuminating
moments of agony, irony, pathos,
and surreal beauty of human conflict. The exhibit is funded by the
Gannett newspaper chain. . .

Hoyas Go Munching Beyond the Gates

success.

spangled
— capture the essence of the

collection of some 20,000 early tele-

of-

the

option.

the

as a part of its 60th anniversary
celebration, is donating its entire

fers a stunning showing of cast resin

(1441 Rhode

the

Let's All Be There ...NBC-TV,

a look . . . For the more

venturesome,

fueled by ambition, Taylor uses each
woman in turn to further his pursuit of
success.

fall/

vision shows from 1948 to 1977 to
the Library of Congress this July.
Included in the package are some
of the most famous “live TV” shows
of the era including Jack Benny,

worth

son’s portrayal aptly captures the
sleaziness of the character. A man

Lorrell’s

Limestone

fascinating display of predominantly
limestone sculptures, the exhibit is
both haunting and captivating. It’s
definitely a step in the right artistic
direction for the school and well

lives. For Deena and Effie, Curtis Tay-

Visually,

Good things

raves

for their upcoming

Cream

sells a lot,” according

to

one Thomas Sweet worker. “We have
to make it every day.”
Not only are the ice creams lusciously

homemade,

but

Thomas

to

fresh

fruit

and

granola,

which turn a scoop of vanilla ice cream
or a lacking sundae into a delicious
treat.
Joe Hoya is spoiled by the great
amount of quality ice cream in the
Georgetown area, as the survey suggests. Conventional parlors such as

Swenson’s and Hiagan Daz, as well as
specialized establishments such as
Steve's and Bob’s dot the favorite
response line-up.
Despite this wide variety, however,
Joe Hoya still supports his school
community, as was proven in the high

showing

of the Cone

Zone.

For its

cheap prices and close proximity, the
Cone Zone seems to be a favorite stop
off between classes

Sweet

offers super cookies and chocolates
too. Topped with your favorite scoop
of ice cream, the homemade

cookies

make delicious Chipwich substitutes.

Minds, Rats, Cows, Buicks: Rockin’ the Hilltop
continued from page 10
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“The most exciting nights have been
in the frat house,” says guitarist Caruso.

“One night we were playing and the
cops closed us down. This cop told us
to stop playing in the middle of a song.
As I tried to tell her I couldn’t hear
her, she went to grab my guitar and
got a pretty big electric shock.”
This semester, two new bands were

born on campus, with differing styles
and approaches. “We've found fertile
soil at Georgetown for rock and roll”
said Ed Yablans of the Cows, one of
the newly formed bands. The advent

original band in addition to their first.
Both still enjoy playing with the Rats,

claims cover songs are the only way to
gain recognition. They do not wish to

but as serious musicians, they sought

become dependent on cover songs and
risk losing their personal style. At
present they know only one—a funkedup version of “Hang On Sloopy.”
Unfortunately, they are running into
serious difficulties gaining exposure.
“We really got discouraged because

something more than what a cover
band could offer. The pair soon persuaded the creative talents of Lou
Higgins (keyboards and saxophone)
and Dan Seta (guitar) to join them.

This band is very ambitious in their
plans. “We really hope to keep going
and have it amount to something,”
Higgins says frankly. The New Buicks
do not subscribe to the school that

we

called

around

a lot to see

if we

could open for a band in the area,”
recalls McGarvey, “but even if they
said they liked our music, the general

me

of these new groups marks the growth

of a new creative cultural awareness.
The New Buicks made their debut
last month in the Midday Art Series in
Healy Program Room. They were surprisingly well-recieved for a new band
that plays only original music.
The Pub Rats’ drummer Bill McGarvey and bassist Andy “Clyde” Hart
decided this past winter to form an

#

Photo by Pia Hoffman
The New Buicks hope to be more than just assembly line material.

tendency is that people would rather
hear other people’s music.”
“It’s just as easy to learn a new song
as it is to learn a good cover,” Higgins
adds.

you

“When

write

a song,

you

know how to play it. When you learn a
cover song you have to sit there and
learn all the chords. If it’s something
you wrote yourself, you're not going to
forget it,” says Seta. The group also
expressed delight with their creative
freedom in performance. And as for
mistakes— “we can just say it was
supposed to sound that way,” asserts
McGarvey.
“Their sound is dominated by Higgins’ fascinating keyboard work and
their original songs’ “catchy licks.” ( A
lick is a lead played on a single instrument in the introduction and backgrounds of a song.) Seta is largely
responsible for the invention of the
Buicks’ tunes. Although it will undoubtedly take time, the New Buicks’

ound

is innovative

and

danceable.

Photo by Pia Hoffman

Homogenized

or not, the Cows cover the rock music spectrum.

‘Lhere is definite potential for the Buicks to become big both on campus
and off.

and they've been given ample oppor-

The most recently-formed band calls

also play in Village B courtyard Friday
night for a Pig Roast along with the

themselves the Cows also having made
their

debut

recently

with

the

New

Buicks. “We used to be The Homogenized Cows, but that stands for THC
and we’re not about to promote that,”
drummer Ed Yablans explains.
The five members of the ensemble
are all associated with WGTB. “We
owe a lot to Kevin Roy (station program director). He brought us all together,” cites lead vocalist Andy Law.
Using station PA’s for the time being,
the band is viewed as a tentative
experiment this spring.
According to Yablans, “We're just
trying to get some exposure until next

year, when we'll hopefuly have arranged some of our originals.” Response to the group has been positive,

tunity for exposure. Opening for Idle
Minds this week at the Pub, they will

New Buicks.

Although their program is comprised
entirely of cover songs now, the group
has created the beginnings of a unique

style. Their selection is different from
that of any other Georgetown band.
“Our eclectic tastes range from the
Grateful Dead to the Velvet Underground; from the Who to the Sex
Pistols,” Yablans claims.
:
“We

don’t care about making a lot

of money,” says guitarist Mike Deutsch,
slipping into a jazzed up version of the
Andy Griffith theme. “We're just in it
for the fun of it.”
The tradition of rock music is rapidly
growing at Georgetown in many different directions.

es

CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE Pregnancy testing and counseling at the Northwest Pregnancy
Center, 822-9787, 2450 Pennsylvania
Ave., NW.

GREAT PART-TIME SUMMER and
Fall Job. Suburban window washing.
$5/hr. Summer, $100/day, 2 days a
week in Fall. 462-3930. Leave message.
ZOO JOBS! Friends of the National
Zoo (FONZ) is NOW HIRING! Start
weekends now and work fulltime as
soon as you are available. Positions in
gift shops, stroller rental/information
aide,
food
service,
parking,
and
grounds maintenance. Competitive

salaries. A once-in-a-lifetime experience. Call today. 673-4970, weekdays.

TRANSLATIONS:

French,

German,

.

-

-

jo

THE WORKS! Soothing deeply relating bodywork therapy. Two hours
bliss. By appointment. 966-3061.

NEED SUMMBER

SUBLET. Harvard

grad student seeks Georgetown

bedroom

of

one

or apt. to share. 617-498-

55637. Dave.

ORIGINAL
trated

MOVIE

POSTERS.

catalog—three

22¢

lllus-

stamps.

Cinemaverite, Box 315, Menlo Park,
California 94026.
EUROPE 1986
— Stay with an English
family in quiet village one

London

$175

single

hour from

room,

$145

double occupancy. Full Board. Contact

Mark 345-7591.
YES! BOOKSHOP in Georgetown has
part time and full time positions avail-

Hungarian and Romanian. Word processor with letter quality printer. Ex-

able for energetic students with inter-

perienced and competitive. Emerald
Translations International. 649-3164.

call 338-6969.

BE

MY

GUEST.

Relax

and

let me

handle all aspects of your party, dinner,
business function, etc. Intriguing food

for all occasions. 966-3061.
THE

DC

SCHOOLS

PROJECT

is

looking for work-study students to
coordinate various tutorial programs

for the '86-'87 school year. Contact
Martha Farmelo, 2nd Loyola, 6258761.

SAME DAY TYPING and Word Processing by Professionals. Student
Discount. 466-8973 or 857-8000.

WORD PROCESSING —Cover letters,
Resumes, 171’s, Reports, Manuscripts,
Thesis: Located off Shady Grove Road
963-9303.

est in philosophy and religion. Please

78 TOYOTA COROLLA

4 Dr. Sedan

. AT, AC AM/FM cass. High mileage but
good condition. Inspected. $800 or

best offer.
0814.

Sandra

546-02010- 768-

RESTAURANT—We are recruiting for
a major restaurant in Downtown DC.
We have an immediate need for:
waiters/waitresses; Cocktail Services;

tempered,

self-confident,
and

can

function

opportunity
volved.

employer.

No

for

further

information

or

report

to

room 241, Basic Science Bldg., Medical Center Campus, Georgetown University. Between the hours of 12:00 to
2:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri. We are testing a
new antibiotic and will pay subjects
who are willing to take the oral medicine for 10 days.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/RECEIVABLE
CLERK—Part-time basis (15-20 hrs
week).

Bookkeeping

experience

a

plus. Must be neat and accurate; able
to work with minimum
Typing required. Please
Ramos (202) 364-2310,
$5/hr. Will train the right

TYPEWRITER

FOR

supervision.
contact Ms.
M-F. Salary
person.

SALE:

Smith-

- Corona in new, great condition, inexpensive. Call Andrea — 944-1636.

LOVING COUPLE in search of baby
for private adoption. No hassles. Call
and turn your problem into a solution.
301-942-0514.

evenunder

ence

pressure, give us a call or send a
resume to BPC/ HRO, P.O. Box 42376,
Washington, DC 20015-0976,
291-7446. We represent an

WANTED:
Volunteers
with
sore
throat—$100 Reward. If you have a
fresh sore throat and a fever and have
not taken any antibiotics, call 625-2300

$SUMMER JOBSS/WE NEED YOU.
Our clients need help. They are, area
corporations, associations, banks and
a variety of businesses who call us, to
fill their vacancies. We pay top dollar
and offer opportunities to work at
different places, gain valuable experi-

Bus Persons. Excellent Benefits great
tips, exciting location. If you are

personable,

Great part-time Summer and Fall Job.
Suburban window washing, $5/hr.
Summer, $100/day, 2 days a week in
Fall. 462-3930 leave message.

(202)
equal

fees

in-

and

meet

new

people!

Call us

now! (No fee or contract) DYNAMIC
TEMPORARIES
223-8494.
HOUSING WANTED for 4-6 Harvard
students for summer. Call Amy collect
(617) 498-2948.

HELP WANTED —Waiters/Waitresses,
Hosts/Hostesses, Buspersons, Cocktail Servers, and other restaurant
personnel. Full- and Part-time positions. Day/Eve shifts. Apply in person:
Mondays, 10-12 noon; Thursdays, 4-6
p.m. Phillips Flagship, 900 Water

Street, S.W. 202-488-8515, E.O.E.
PART-TIME/PERMANENT
— National
telemarketing firm calling on behalf of

Fortune 500 companies. Clear speaking voice a must. Morn.-Eves. and
weekend
hours
available.
Flex.
schedule. $5.50/hr. guar. plus bonus.
Tyson
Corner
location.
Bleemer 893-5534.

Call

Mr.

College

students

needed

at

DY-

NAMIC EXPANDING RESEARCH
COMPANY in the district. PT/FT telephone

interviewing, typing, and field

representatives positions available.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT. FREQUENT SALARY REVIEWS. Come fill out applications
8:30-5 p.m. Monday-Friday. Original
Research. 1901 Pennsylvania Ave.,
NW, Suite 402. ATTN: Charlene.
LAW STUDENT
seeks SUMMER
SUBLET in D.C. Studio/1 bedroom.
Late May to late August.

Call collect

212-505-8037.
POLITICAL

1 OR 2 FEMALE roommates wanted 3
level new fully furnished townhouse
in Arlington available June 1st. $300
plus utilities. Excellent location. Call
Cathy 486-3659.
WANTED: 2 bedroom apartment for
summer sublet by 2 Yale students,
price

negotiable.

TELEPHONING—Look-

Please

cail Cullum

203-436-5425.
HARVARD STUDENTS seek summer
housing.

SUMMER AND PERMANENT JOBS
—

INTERESTED IN SUBLETTING a 2
bedroom apartment for summer. Call
collect Karen 804-296-6793; Steve
804-293-8928.

Please

send

all

offers

to

Shawn MacDonald, Institute of Politics,
79

J.FK.

Street,

Cambridge,

Mass.

02138 or call 617-495-1360.
SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS —Students with knowledge of IBM Displaywriter or similar wordprocessing
experience involving mass mailing.
Also general clerical positions. Contact

Linda Lopez at 625-3565.
HOUSING WANTED by 4 to 6 Harvard
students for summer. Call Amy collect
617-498-2948.
SUMMER JOBS ON CAMPUS: Earn
up to $7/hr.

Raising funds by phone

for the GU Campaign. Flexible hours.
Contact 625-3565 for interview.

ing for permanent, part-time work from

COLLEGE

now through November? We provide
polling, voter contact, and fundraising

or share. Prel. Arl/Clarendon near
Metro. Please leave mess for Peter at

services

212-280-6596.

to

progressive

Democratic

GRAD WANTS

$400 apt.

candidates. Good starting salary. Contact PSR at 656-7900.

FOR SALE: '81 Fiat Spyder converti-

UVA FACULTY and family need three
or four bedroom house or townhouse

ble, sport wheels, leather, metallic
gold, perfect body, rust free, only
30,000 miles. Prime, unprecedented

June

machinery. Custom

1-Sept.

1.

Prefer

furnished.

Excellent references. 804-924-4817,
or 804-589-2130 (eves.)

Good

top.

Under

cover and mats.
$6000.

536-6046 or 635-5080.

Call

Beth

SUMMER
females

SUBLET
at

$290

FOR

per

RENT,

month

5

each.

Located on 44th Street, Foxhall Village, location convenient for hospital

and

med-center.

Very

spacious

call

Eve or Patricia at 944-0777.

FOR

RENT

GEORGETOWN —Mod-

ern, 2 bedroom, two bath duplex
apartment. Living room with fireplace,
dining area, modern kitchen, private

patio,

air conditioned.

Available

6/1

for

Unfurnished.

three

responsible

females. $1,100 plus utilities. Call
469-6541 after 5/4 or leave message.
TELEPHONE RECEPTIONIST
Weekends Sat. 8:30-12:30, Sun. 10-1.
Busy real estae office needs telephone
receptionist. Must speak clearly and
distinctly, write well for clear messages,
be polite and energetic $4/hr. Call
Charles
Krogmann
or
Pamela
Thompson. Shannon & Luchs, 5034
Wisc. Ave. 244-6900.

APT. TO SHARE IN NYC—Greenwich
Village for summer. 1 person needed
(M or F). Call Jon, 944-1532.

UP TO $20/HR.

Sell to college stu-

dents. PT. Employee
Bars. 822-3955.

Discounts

NEED APT FOR SUMMER

D.C.

—Eithera

single or shared rental. Can pay up to
$350 month. 919-967-0755

NOW

HIRING
— Supervisors, Pool

Managers, and Lifeguards. For more
information contact Mary at 533-0600.

85 SUZUKI

MOPED

with extras.

$450.00.
[If
interested
Margaret Cerrato 333-6113

contact:

TYPIST-EXPERIENCED. Quality work
at reasonable rates. Fast turn-around.

Call Denise at 654-2642
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Spon;
Bryant Comes to GU
accolades rolled in: first team Parade
All-American, second team McDonald’s Dream Team, Mr. Basketball in

by John Graf
HOYA

Time 1s Now for Big Ben Gillery, 7-1 Transfer

Contributing Editor

Dwayne Bryant, next week an alum-

Louisiana.

in 1985 to the basketball floors of the
cold Northeast.
“I've wanted to come to Georgetown

countries, because there's a lot of peo-

the longest,” said Bryant, whose other

ple from other countries there.”
Bryant likes the discipline Thomp-

in the nation, is the 1986 edition of the
New Orleans-Georgetown Connection.

Bryant will ride the same train that
brought Perry McDonald in 1984 and
Johnathan Edwards and Jaren Jackson

choices included

Villanova,

Virginia,

Texas, USC, and University of New
Orleans. “I've liked Georgetown since

son’s program

offers to a young

col-

Patrick Ewing's freshman year. I love

lege player. “Especially your freshman
year, you need guidance. You don’t

his competitiveness and his intensity.

need to be running around that much.”

That's the way I like to play”
A big factor in Bryant's decision to
come to Georgetown was that fellow

New Orleans expatriates were already
here.
“It made a big difference that Johnathan and Jaren were up there already,”
he said. “I'll have someone there already to help introduce me around to

people and
felt I would
Georgetown
Bryant, a
spearheaded
drive

for

make me feel at home. I
be more comfortable at
than anywhere.”
63” 185 Ib. point guard,
his team’s 40-1 successful

the

Louisiana

state

cham-

-pionship with a 16 point/5 rebound/8
assist per game average. And then the

HOYA

:

Bryant chose to come to Georgetown in November of last year.
“I love it at Georgetown because it’s
pretty small,” said Bryant. “I don’t like
big schools much. The campus is nice
and compact. You get a chance to
meet a lot of people because you're
not secluded. There’s no basketball
dorm. You can meet people from other

nus of De LaSalle High School and
one of the bluest of blue chip recruits

by John Graf

Bryant's last day of school is today.

“Big” Ben Gillery is a tower among
junior college hoopsters. Next fall, the
7'1"' 240 Ib. center will be a tower in a
Georgetown

Dwayne

Bryant

by John Graf
HOYA

Contributing Editor

Anthony Allen, the Hoya’s latest re-

as a law clerk for the firm of Adams
and Reese in New Orleans. In July, he
plans to come to Georgetown to get a
jump on his college studies by taking a

cruit and addition to a rapidly expanding front line, took his time deciding
where to take his talents. The 6’7” 200

“T'll be somewhere I'm wanted,” he
said. “Where 1 know who will make
me feel at home. If I went to a school
where I don’t know anybody, and they
want me there just for my athletic
ability, I know I would’t be happy.”

1b. forward is not inclined to make any
hasty decisions.

“I like to take my time when it comes
to a big change in my life like that,”
said Allen, whose signing was announced just last week. “I talked everything over with my family, and they
helped me make the decision. They
saw Georgetown play on TV and had
heard a lot of good things about its
academics, so they thought it was good

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

; le

=

uniform,

and

very

well

could be the force in the middle of the
paint the Hoyas need to remain a
force in college basketball next year.
Coming to Georgetown was not an
easy decision for Gillery, who announced his intentions just three weeks
ago. His coach at Hutchinson Junior

decision. I'm gonna get somewhere in

life.”

Lone Star from Texas Joins Front Line

On Monday, he starts his summer job

summer school course during final
session.
He is confident he will fit right in at
GU right away.

Contributing Editor

College in Hutchinsin, KS, Gary Bargen, wanted Gillery to come with him
to the University of Nebraska where
Bargen had accepted a post as an
assistant coach. Gillery did not tell
Bargen of his decision to play for the
Hoyas until well after the papers were
signed.
“Coach Bargen was upset,” said
Gillery. “He was real upset. He doesn’t
say much to me now. He barely even
looks at me. I don’t care. It's my

And they're both repre-|
sented by the insignia you wear §
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means youre part of a health care £=
system in which educational and £2
career advancement are the rule,
I not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning'a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 771,

for me to go.”
Allen averaged 21 points and 13 rebounds for Lincoln High School in Port
Arthur, TX, but he says he really likes

to concentrate on his defense.
“My

best attribute is my

defense,”

said Allen, who was also recruited by
Oklahoma, Kansas, UTEP, and SMU.
“Georgetown presses a lot and I like to
press. They let their defense key their
offense, and to set up the fast break.”
Allen’s Lincoln High team went 35-1,

and claimed the state championship.
During his three years at Lincoln, the
team went 94-8. Allen was also named
Texas’ Mr. Basketball for 1985 and was

rated one of the top 20 college prospects by the Chicago Tribune.
“I was very satisfied with my senior
season,” said Allen. “Being named Mr.
Basketball was a big surprise. That’s
the highest basketball award you can

get in the state of Texas, so I was very
honored.”

Allen listed Georgetown’s academic
program and the Big East Conference
as the Hoya’s biggest draws for him.
While

he does not expect to come

in the program and star right away,
Allen feels that Thompson’s liberal

Gillery is the first junior college
player Hoya coach John Thompson
has recruited since 1974. At Hutchinson, Gillery averaged 8.2 points and 6
rebounds per game, pacing his team to
third place in the junior college national championship tournament.
St. John’s, Oklahoma, and Oral Ro-

berts were other schools Gillery considered.
Gillery expects to be able to contribute to the Georgetown program
right away.
“I've already played two years of
junior college ball,” said Gillery, who
will be a junior at Georgetown. “I
can’t wait too long to get some playing
time.”
The Hutchinson star thinks he will
fit in well with the Georgetown style
of play.
“Georgetown’s a running team, a
good

fast

breaking

team,”

he

em
Pr»

Lu

ey

~ Hoya Recruits: From Point Men to Big Men

said.

“They like to pass all game and hit the
boards hard. I fill the lanes well on the
break. I think they'll give me a lot of
open dunks.”
Gillery had originally planned ‘to
play for his hometown team, the University of Detroit, but his grades sent

him packing for JC. Now he is not
concerned about his grades.
“I know the academics are tough at

ALEXIAN
BROTHERS
game substitutions will get him the time
he craves.

Georgetown, but I like the challenge,”
he said.

A Religious Community of Men in the..

HEALTH CARE MINISTRY
Committed to Christ...
Through a life of fraternal love,
prayer and service to the sick,
‘poor, dying and unwanted. .

| Clifton, ‘NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. + + =

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

ADMINISTRATION ® NURSING ® CLERICAL ® TECHNICAL
m PASTORAL CARE m X-RAY m LABORATORY ®m ENGINEERING

& MAINTENANCE ® MECHANICAL WORK ® PUBLIC
TIONS m PHARMACY ® COMMUNITY HEALTH, ETC.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

RELAsBunannm
A18

Vocation Director, Alexian Brothers
600 Alexian Way, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Name
Address
City.
Som

“A HEALING

PRESENCE”

Age

State

Education

Zip.

Tel No

HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTERS:
Elk Grove Village, ILL./Elizabeth, N.J./St. Louis, Mo./San Jose, Cal./Signal Mt., Tenn./Milwaukee,
Brothers working in the Missions, in the Philippines.

M

Street,

NW

Washington,

DC

Wisc.

If your class schedule leaves you free days

RRR

3003

HE

Ssussnsssssassssssssssssnnannnoasssusenussassssnuss

during the week and free weeks durmg breaks
(202) 333-8282 .......

— make them pay oft. With temp dollars.

+

:

As everybody knows, a student’ life is full of
woOe—

THE RHINO IS GONE 11111?

academic, romantic and financial.

At Temps & Co, we can’t help on the first two—
but we sure can on the money part.
Very pleasantly.

during classes, by the free week during breaks.

‘That way you'll earn needed dollars and still
have time for academic requirements and
romantic electives.

pr

BUT HE'S COMING BACK ON MAY 20th, AND IF YOU NAME HIM
YOW’LL WIN A TRIP FOR TWO, AMTRAK TICKETS AND HOTEL ROOM
TO
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

What we do is find you interesting assignments—
only when you want to work. By the free day

vi
x ur

What you do is interview with us—only once.

Plus which you'll learn about that professional
world out there. And since everybody also knows
that students require annual recuperation in
pleasant surroundings, you can even finance

RHINO UNVEILING AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WINNING NAME,
TRIP WINNER, AND RUNNERS-UP
TUESDAY, MAY 20th, AT 9:00 PM AT GARRETT'S DOWNSTAIRS BAR.

rl
TAT TR

And for woe-laden students, it makes
very profitable reading.

ER

Entry forms and rules are available at GARRETT’S. All entries must
be delivered to GARRETT'S no later than 5:00 pm, Monday, May 19, 1986.
Judging will be by a panel of five Rhino-Thesaurians.

We're writing the new book on temporary help.

empseCo.
DC: 463-8686 © McLean: 442-4929 Alexandria: 683-9725 * Rosslyn: 522-6545 * Reston: 435-0720 * Montgomery
County: 468-3433 © Baltimore: 576-0711 « Columbia: 740-4311

a

The Horned Hero.

So hop the Metro to Temps & Co.

or
>
pp

And to celebrate his return we're having a contest to finally name

that richly deserved vacation jaunt.

»

Actually, THE RHINO is only vacationing
— He's the star attraction in the Baltimore Designer's Showhouse —

Friday, May 2, 1986
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At Penn Relays, Men Clip Records
in a record-setting spree last weekend at the prestigious Penn Relays.

shaw filled in admirably for Darron
Outler, who suffered a srained hamstring during Friday’s trials while
running the blistering split time of
45.9.

Three school records, a meet record, and victory in the 4 X 400m

Running 3:20.34 in Friday's trials,
the Sprint Medley Relay team broke

IC4A race pleased Head Coach
Frank Gagliano, who termed the
team’s work “good.”
On Friday, sophomore Pat Mann
broke his own school record in the
400m intermediate hurdles with a
new record time of 50.68. He placed
fifth overall in a very strong field,

the 1980 school record of 3:22.31.
On the relay for the Hoyas were:
Pat Mann, who ran a 20.9 200m leg;
Ward, running the 400m leg in 46.5;

HOYA

The

Staff Writer

men’s track team delighted

while qualifying to run in the NCAA

Championships in June. Aside from
breaking his own

school record in

the hurdles, Mann had a part in
rewriting two other school records
as well.
The school

in

the

4

X

400m relay fell twice at the Penn
Relays. In Friday's trials, the team

rer a lhe2 W

of Mann, Pat Daindridge, Darron
* Outler, and Ashley Ward combined
for 3:08.23, a new school record.
‘The record lasted barely 24 hours,

when in Saturday’s finals, the Hoyas
-took first .in 3:08.08, breaking the

"|

Darron

Outler, who

old school mark, and establishing a

shaw

contributed a

freshman

weekend,

March.

Junior Miles Irish has been hampered by a sore Achilles tendon,
which kept him out of the Penn

filling in for the injured
joined

a busy

This weekend, the Hoyas travel
to Villanova to compete in the Big
East Championships. Gagliano does
not expect the Hoyas to be in close
contention for the team title largely
due to injuries. Reigning Big East
long and triple jump champion Ray
Humphrey has been unable to compete this outdoor season because of
the serious knee injury suffered in
the triple jump finals at the NCAA
Indoor Track Championships in

Relay finals saw the squad place
third in 3:30.85, with freshman Mike

Thomas
Outler.

concluded

running the 800m leg of the Distance Medley Relay in 1:49.3.

200m time of 21.2 before his injury;
and Mike Huber completing the
event with a 1:51.4 800m.
Saturday’s IC4A Sprint Medley

Franshaw
record

ran the 1600m anchor leg for a new
personal best of 4:03.6. Phil Fran-

new meet record. Senior Phil Fran-

by Mike Shepard

Bob

Relays. Outler, of course, will rest

Leonardo, Senior Dennis Dee, and
Huber on the 4 X 800m relay, which
ran 7:22.3, good enough for eighth.
The Distance Medley Relay saw
three personal bests as the Hoyas

his strained hamstring.
Instead, Gagliano will look for
stronger individual and realy performances at the Big East. “Hopefully, we'll be a factor, qualifying
more people’ for the TIC4A’s and
NCAA’s— We're really looking for
- outstanding individual perform- ances,” he concluded.”

finished seventh in 9:39.2. Dee ran:

the leadoffleg of 1200m in 2:58.5, a

Crew Has
Dad Vails

In Sight

Proposition 48, a new NCAA regulation governing the academic eligibility
of freshman collegiate athletes, goes into effect this year and sets a standard
of a 660 minimum combined score on the SAT for all entering student
athletes. The controversial regulation took on added importance for the GU
basketball program this year as freshman recruit Mark Tillmon boosted his
score from below the new standard to an acceptable level of 750 on a |
subsequent attempt, according to the Chronicle of Higher Education.

by Mark Chubb
HOYA

Staff Writer

As times drop, the Georgetown Crew

*

Team is finishing its season on an
upswing, which will hopefully carry
them to tournament victories. Going
into the Dad Vail Tournament, which

John Trautmann and Christopher Warner, two highly touted track recruits,
recently announced that they will attend Georgetown next fall. Trautmann
is the nation’s leading high school miler from Monroe-Woodbury H.S. in

will be held in Philadelphia May 10,
the team has a good chance to have

as the reigning Washington State champion in the 800m. He is from Glover

Central

Warner

is the top half miler in the country

and women raced with mixed results.
The womens’ varsity boat won by 4.2
seconds while the junior varsity lost by
2.8 seconds. The first novice boat lost
by a length, while the second novice
boat won by two lengths. All of the

Women’s Lacrosse Gets
2nd in Maryland Tourney

divisions have had successful seasons,

by ties and a rapid exchange of leads.
The fact that the early game was only a
30 minute contest worked in the Hoyas’
favor-as they were able to take the
lead late and hold on to win. The final,
a regulation-length game (two 25 mi-

by A.J. Clerk
HOYA

|

Staff Writer

Over. the weekend, the women’s

race, while junior varsity and novice
have both lost only twice.’

‘nute halves), turned out to be another

Women’s Relay Qualifies for ECAC
perform

by Margaret Morgan
HOYA

as

well

as

expected,

since

Heidi Roe became ill and subsequently

Staff Writer

ran

Last weekend the women’s track
team sent three relay teams and one

12 seconds

slower

than

her best

time. One highlight of this race, however was that Jennifer Bell ran a 400m
split time of :55.7, which was her best

individual runner to the nationally
renowned Penn Relays. The excitement of performing in front of 20,000
people and the intense competition

9:58.4 in the 3000m run.

helped the Georgetown runners to put
forth some of their best performances

Begley, in particular, had an excellent meet, contributing much in all

ever. “As a whole,” said Coach Pan
Fanaritis, “the meet went very well for

three relays. Coach Fanaritis commented, “In four years the number of

everyone.”

bad races Ann has had could be counted on the fingers of one hand.” Her

The

4x400m

relay of Jodie

Wertz,

Ann Begley, Kim Sannito and Jennifer
Bell placed third in its heat with a time
of 3:53.26. This ECAC qualifying time
broke the school record set earlier this
season. Another school record was set
by the 4x800m relay team of Margaret

Scutro, Begley, Wertz and Kim Sannito
for Heidi

best

Roe

and with an all career

performance

by

Wertz

in this

time ever for that distance. Lisa McNally also ran a personal best time of

leadership and consistently strong runn-

ing was noticeable in cross country
and indoor track as well as during the
outdoor season. For this reason, Begley
and the seven other graduating seniors

will be greatly missed on the team next
year.
“They all contributed to the
team in different ways, through their

event. Their time of 8:49.9 was also an

participation and their leadership. We
can’t replace them as people, but

The Distance Medley Relay did not

hopefully we’ll be able to replace them
event-wise,” said Fanaritis.

ECAC qualifying time.

How to buy shades.

Make

story. Once again, the Hoyas kept up
their trademark high-pressure defense.
The result being the seemingly perpetual state of ties in the game and
seesawing lead exchanges. The women
of Western Maryland did not begin to
take command of the game until the
last six minutes.
“They started to run the ball at us
in those last six minutes.” Inglis said in
summing up the contest “We were
able to contain their offensive unit
before they began to take advantage
of our turnovers which we committed
as we seemed to tire a little.”
Looking at the Lady Hoyas’ successful season and tournament play, one
sees a force developing— especially as
so many of the emerging key players
are freshmen and sophomores.
“|Our success is] a combination of

so many things,” said Inglis. “A high

level of skill has been demonstrated by
more new players with more experiences well as player dedication and
increased output. The team spent its
spring break at a lacrosse camp for the
first time. That plus playing once a
week in the fall sharpened our skills
earlier. Adding stronger teams to our

schedule has raised our level of play
and made us stronger,” she concluded.
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their most successful showing ever.
Over the weekend, both the men

according to Women’s Coach John
Devlin, as the varsity has lost only one

Valley, NY.

lacrosse team survived five games only
to lose to a tough Western Maryland
“We've got a very good group of
- seniors,” Devlin commented, “but at . squad, 14-12, in the finals of the Marythe same time we have a very young ’ land State Tournament. The tournament was played with two pools of
crew. The varsity boat has six out of
teams competing in non-regulation
eight rowers with two or less years of
length games, eventually yielding the
rowing experience.”
contestants for the finals.
Devlin is optimistic about his chanAfter losing in the semi-finals of the
ces at the Dad Vail Race. “I'd like to
The team will be looking to this
tournament last year to powerhouse
think that all three boats can make the
year’s sophomores and juniors to fill
Towson State, this year’s team looked
final six and three medals would be
the shoes of the graduating seniors in
to a stronger season and showing in
great and not impossible.” To do this,
terms of leadership and performance.
the tournament. This year’s squad will
however, the team would have to
Junior Jennifer Bell is already showing
be sending six players to the Southern
overcome a strong field, including
remarkable talent, and looks to be one
Maryland Regional All-Star game, after
University of New Hampshire and Uniof the new team leaders. New sources
versity of Minnesota. .
sending two players last year. Those
of talent should also be found in next
“We can surprise some people as a
going to the regional are Erika Gayear’s freshman class.
darkhorse this year,” said Head Coach
brielson and Suzanne Redden on the
Overall, Fanaritis was very pleased
Jay Forster. “We're very optimistic
first team; Beth Anderson and Carowith the team performances this year.
about our chances for the Dad Vail
lynn Brandfass on the second team;
Barring a few injuries, the team has
race.” Although both the varsity heavyand Lizann Boyle and Dana Patterson
improved with every meet, to the point
weight and lightweight lost to Temple,
on the third team. Reflecting on the
where they are now looking to place
‘they did have good times and the rest
increased number of players on the
high at the Big East Meet this weekof the team had strong results. The
regional team, Head Coach Sandie
end and the ECAC Meet May 17 and
junior varsity lightweights also lost to
Inglis noted, “It’s (the selection) a
18.
;
Temple, but the lightweights won, and
reflection that we've got more talent
The year’s performances in indoor
the novice team garnered a sweep,
to be recognized this year.” By playing
and outdoor have shown the Georgebeating Yale, Pennsylvania and Navy.
in the regional, these six players will
“The future really looks good for
town team to be a contender in nabe exposed to some of the area’s best
tional circles.
Georgetown Crew,” said Lightweight
players including club players and
While the graduating seniors Ann
Varsity Coach Jay Rechter. “Although
national team members.
Begley, Julie Cook, Ann Danyliw,
we have had some problems winning
The Lady Hoyas’ loss to Western
Ulrike Falkenberg, Traci Higgins, Kris
on varsity, not rowing up to expectaMaryland was a hard-fought contest. In
Kost, Lisa McNally and Anne Rizzo
tions, the freshmen have had such a
one of the early game in their pool, the
will definitely be missed, prospects for
successful season that it really bodes
Lady Hoyas beat Western Maryland
next year’s team look very good.
well for the future.”
by one goal in a close contest marked

new individual best for the senior.
~ Leonardo ran his personal. record
‘400m leg in 47.8, while Mike. Quinn
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Philip Junker

Women’s Tennis to Join
Elite Eight at NCAA’s

Hoyas Battle For
First in Big East
It was just an ordinary,
shoving,

many

words

exchanged

and

little action. But for the Georgetown
baseball team, Sunday's “fight” with
Seton Hall was more than just a minor
delay to an afternoon game. It was a
sign to the Pirates and to the rest of
the Big East's elite that the Hoyas have
no intention of rolling over and playing
dead in this year’s tournament as they

base-clearing bat of God, disguised as
Steve lannini, the Hoyas have relied
on guile and Lady Luck to pick up Big
or the

first place giving them a bid in the
tourney and a first round game against

could thank for the team’s success in

Geraciotti must feel very
going into June's tourna-

ment. Although the personnel is much

the way it is at this time of year, the

the same

emotion for these weekday games just
isn't there,” Geraciotti said. “I feel bad
for the kids. They've been missing a
lot of class and playing a lot of ball.”

In all,
confident

East’s leading hitters. This junior center
fielder has, at one time or another, led
the team in average, runs, hits, doubles,
«triples, stolen bases and slugging per-

as last season,

outfield are legend and have saved
many a Big East game for GU hurlers.
Next, one turns to the leading home
run hitter in the conference, Matt

their torrid hitting,

The letdown, while understandable,

their fighting spirit might just carry
them through to a Big East title.

and can continue

was very evident Tuesday. Playing their
sixth game in four days, the Hoya nine

H. earts, Gold Medals

by Paul Gallant
Staff Writer

No movie director in his right mind would touch such
a script: a popular high school jock goes on to a big
name college but is then called away to serve in the
army. On the battlefield he is wounded and receives a
Purple Heart. He subsequently goes on to achieve
prominence in rowing, both by winning a gold medal in
the Pan Am Games and by coaching another team to
national recognition. Following this, he settles down as

a successful businessman while doubling as the coach
of

his

alma

mater’s

crew

team.

the coach's

minor adjustments in the infield and at
catcher have proved successful. If the
Hoyas can add some solid ptiching

grabs in the

In

fact,

the

man

inspiring such a scenario can be found every morning
on the Potomac River coaching the Georgetown Crew
Team.
Jay Forster was born and raised in Philadelphia, a
city known, among other things, for being the home of
the Dad Vails, college crew’s most prestigious race. A
multi-talented athlete, Forster was a member of the
~, baseball, basketball, football, track, and wrestling teams

at Bishop Kenrick High School. After an extra year at a
prep school, he applied and was accepted to Georgetown’s School of Business Administration in 1964.
Forster played on the recently-revived Georgetown

performed well enough to make the U.S. squad as an
alternate for the 1972 Olympic Games, he did not
actually get to compete in the Games. “Just being there
was quite an experience,” Forster remarks, “not only
for the Olympic atmosphere but because of the terrorist
attacks on Munich during that time.”

Apparently having been spurred by the Olympic
experience, Forster then spent a productive period
rowing with the New

all the more astonishing,” Forster continued, “was that

the same. “I managed to make the team that spring and
I very much enjoyed the challenge it posed for me,”
Forster recalls.
After two and a half years at Georgetown, he was not
satisfied with his academic progress, so he took a job
with Merrill Lynch Investment Company in New York.
He continued rowing with a New York-based club and
eventually worked his way up to considerable prominence in rowing circles. This led to his being selected as
an alternate for the 1967 Pan Am Games in Vichy
France. He enjoyed France so much that he remained
there through the fall of that year. But harsh reality set
in sooner than Forster would have liked. He received a
letter from. the U.S. government instructing him to
appear for a physical, as the draft had been put into
effect. Foster then decided instead to enlist on his own
in the Marine Corps for a two year stint.
Soon thereafter he was sent to Viet Nam. In the
second of two shellings, his leg was seriously injured.
Forster himself is understandably quiet about the
subject, but suffice it to say he was awarded the Purple
Heart and was sent back to the United States after a
total of 16 months of service.
Picking up with his academic career, Forster returned
to Georgetown in the fall of 1969 and worked straight
through the end of summer of the following year to
earn his degree. “I worked hard (in his second stint at
GU) to raise my GPA, but it still didn’t knock anybody
out after graduation,” Forster said candidly. Perhaps
not surprisingly, he continued rowing in New York,
with his continued hard work eventually paying dividends in 1972. “I guess I had made enough of a name
for myself that the Olympics had become a distinct
possibility,” GU’s head coach notes. Although he
at PES A

EA

AAR

ber two slot. “It makes all the hard

ing it must enter Division IL.
Georgetown gives one partial schol-

ing worthwhile.”
The team posted an 11-3 dual-match

arship to the squad each year (Federici

record

from the annual “Women At The Net”
celebrity tournament organized by

this year, with

Ricard

leading

waltzed to a 7-4 victory in the opener.
They opened a quick 2-0 cushion in
the bottom of the first when Joe
Gervais belted a two-run homer and
the team had six hits in the first two
stanzas. Delaware State hung in, however, and tallied a piar of runs in the

third to knot the score. It looked like a
big inning was in progress but Jeff
Proctor escaped further damage with
an inning ending double play.
Proctor gave way to busy Steve
Kowal after the third and the 6-5 senior
mopped up for the victory. Kowal,
who had pitched Saturday and Monday, gave up a pair of runs but captured

the win when the Hoyas garnered two
runs in both the fifth and sixth innings.
Pete Clays, who had three hits in the
opener, came within inches of a dinger
in the fifth as he plated Matt Lepnew
from first base. Then, later in the
inning with the bases full and one out,
Mike Moss nailed a sure double play
ball to short. When

the toss to second

was dropped, all hands were safe and

it), while

the

rest

(three)

come

Kemper.
For now, though, the team members

say present accomplishment overshadows the difficult Division I task ahead:
“We did it!” Kemper. “Five years of
work, and we did it”

HOYA

Assistant Sports Editor

The Georgetown Sailing team took
first and second places in the first
annual Robert P. Arrigan Memorial
Regatta last weekend at the Washington Sailing Marina. Racing two
boats in each division, GU totalled 27

and 34 points, beating third
Villanova by a full 13 points.

place

the tiller in the second division. Alternates Ken Corsig, Kate Whitbeck,
Kate Shima and Mike Doyle benefitted

way he could. Everyone was tired at
that point.” In any case, Kowal also
allowed a two run single and Georgetown could not reocver, falling 12-9.
The loss wasted a fine come-frombehind effort as the Hoyas rallied back
from 6-1 and 9-5 deficits. A Matt
Lepnew double scored a pair in the
third and six timely hits by Georgetown
batsmen in the fifth tied the score at
nine and set the stage for the dramatic

from

seventh inning.

game

two.

With

the

Princeton’s

absence

from

the

regatta as they were able to race the
8th boat.
;
Even sweeter than the double victory
for the team was the christening cere-

monies that preceded the regatta,
marking the first race of Georgetown'’s
eight new Vanguard 420 racing boats.
appearance decked out in grey hulls
and white sails and were honored by
members of the Curtis and Arrigan
families who were responsible for their
purchase.
The memorial regatta honors former
Hoya Robert Arrigan, a freshman at
GU who died after one year as a

Curtis foundation and the GU athletic

Peggy Murphy

department each contributed one boat

Forster had taken an interest in the

of medicine.
at Columbia,

He

began
then

his sporadic

switched

pre-med

to Temple

and

finally to Georgetown, where he also worked in the
Georgetown University Hospital. But as it has been and
continues to be for innumerable pre-meds, Organic
Chemistry proved to be Forster's Achilles Heel. His
enthusiasm for medicine seemed to transfer itself to yet
another rowing opportunity, this time as a volunteer
for his Alma

Mater.

competing

in the national championand John Podvin filled

in admirably in the first division while
Joe Asselta and Duffy Knoll controlled

cost the Hoyas as

that, “the kid (Kowal) volunteered to
go in. He offered to help the team any

in

The 12-13 foot racers made their first

Georgetown’s domination of the
weekend’s event is even more amazing

move

score

line

four of the six first division races for a
low of 12 points. The first boat in the
B division races won three heats and
also took 12 points across the finish.
Haverford College, an acknowledged
sailing power, came in fourth on the
weekend with 48 points.

second Georgetown

member of the Hilltop’s sailing team.
His parents presented the team with
six of the eight new boats and inaugurated the annual regatta. The

to replace

the

aging

craft

After the game, Geraciotti bemoaned
the fact that his squad was both mentally and physically tired going into
this weekend's

crucial Friday,” Gera-

ciotti said. Georgetown must win one
game at Villanova in order to secure a
spot in the Big East playoffs in Bristol,
CT on May 15. Just as the Hoyas took
two of three from Seton Hall last
weekend, Geraciotti hopes they will
rise to the occasion and play well in
their three game set this weekend.

The Hoya
Athlete of
The Week

formerly

used by the team.

As Forster put it, “I had

gotten something out of the (Georgetown Crew) program and I wanted to give something back.”
Forster has been giving for now, and with no regrets.
His job as a men’s head coach has since become a
salaried position, but this is not what continues to
attract him to the sport. “I feel like we (the coaches) are

making a significant contribution to the development
of many

young men

and women.

I'm not out to mold

them into my way of doing thngs,” Forster continues,
“but to instill a sense of dedication and commitment in
them which can carry over to the rest of their lives.”
The former Olympian and Viet Nam veteran apparently took something positive away from his extensive
participation as well. After his daily sunrise workouts

Patrick Mann
Mann, a sophomore from Woodbridge, VA, was involved in setting
four school records at the Penn

Relays last weekend. On Friday he
won his heat of the 400m hurdles in
a Georgetown record time of 50.68
seconds. He later placed fifth overall in the hurdles field and qualified

with the team, Forster assumes the role of businessman,

of sorts. He is a member of the fundraising department
of the National Republican Senatorial Committee.
As far as that “ridiculous” movie script goes, they
wouldn’t have to look very far for the leading man.
Forster himself has studied drama at a New York
performing arts school and even appearedin a Schaefer
beer commercial in the early seventies. Modeling athletic
wear for college catalogs has also marked his eclectic
past.

for the NCAA

Commercials, Purple Hearts, and gold medals would
seem to mark an unmistakable success. To Forster,

however, success is born more in striving toward a goal
than in its achievement. By anyone’s definition, Jay
Forster has been a brilliant success.

Photo
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House

Georgetown sailors test out one of the eight new boats donated to them by
the Arrigan family.

he

summoned Kowal, who pitched four
innings in the opener, four on Monday
and some more on Saturday. This
questionable

boat won

The

first and second with one out.
As he walked to the mound,

Kowal hit a batter on an 0-2 count,
forcing in the go ahead run. Geraciotti
defended his decision, however, saying

GU Sailing Team Breezes To
Victory in Memorial Regatta
by Philip Junker

knotted at nine in the top of the
seventh and final inning, Geraciotti
found Joe Rabil, normally an outfielder
who was pitching due to a plethora of
weary arms, pitching with runners at

While Kowal proved to be the hero
in game one, an arm that had pitched
in four of six Hoya tilts since Saturday
betrayed him with the outcome on the

accomplishment,

coach

has

the Hoyas were ahead to stay, 5-2.

ships and were unable to race for GU.

field

Cal. State-Bakersfield, and

Abilene Christian round out the field.

work, 7 a.m. practices, and no-add scor-

when one considers that the team’s
two top sailors were in New England

studies

Colorado,

Next year will see the team go over
the Division II scholarship limit, mean-

the first time we rowed together was on the way to the
starting line.” So much for team preparation.
Forster’s rowing bent then led him to a coaching
position at the Coast Guard Academy. Within a year,
he was leading that squad to national championship
competition. But during these years replete with

not until the following spring that he found his calling.
It came in the form of a couple of friends who were
trying out for the crew team and encouraged him to do

York Athletic Club. In 1974, he

was part of a four man team that took fifth in the world
championships in Lucerne, Switzerland. Now assured
that his spot on the Olympic team was no fluke, Forster
later traveled to Mexico City. There, he hooked up
with two former University of Washington rowers and a
friend of his from the Vesper Boat Club in New York
and won a gold medal in the four man races. “It was an
incredible feeling,” Forster notes, “to accomplish something like that in front of so many people. What made it

football club in the fall of his freshman year, but it was

a

Staff Writer

Playing what Coach Lawrence Geraciotti termed “sluggish” baseball, the
Georgetown baseball team split a
doubleheader against visiting Delaware
State Tuesday. “With the schoolwork

weekend.

shared by five players.
First, there is Scott Elliot, one of the

HOYA

HOYA

finish that would be guaranteed with
any form of a win against ‘Nova this

the conference. Instead, credit for the
Hoya’s good showing would be better

Of Purple

by Jeff Renzulli

the second place team in the north.
More likely, however, is a second place

one

[llinois-Edwardsville seeded second
and Cal. Poly-Pomona third. Northern

Hoya Nine Split Twin Bill with Delaware State

from above, the Hoyas could finish in

competitive

Unlike last season, there is no single

His shoetop

A Seton Hall runner goes in belly down on a steal attempt—only to be
tagged out by GU’s Glen Bruckner.

get invited.”
team’s first match will be against
seeded University of CaliforniaHost school U. Cal.-Northridge

man Lynn Fagan, who plays in the num-

20-6, including a 17-4 record at the
number one slot before recently dropping down to number three.
Juniors Jill Hungerford (10-9), Alexandra Asfour (10-4), and sophomore

all dependent on tomorrow's GUVillanova double header and the Seton
Hall-Pitt matchup. With a little help

to
as

said she re-

she recieved the news Monday evening.
“I knew we could do it,” said fresh-

not absolutely certain of its post-season

detection of a missed base by an enemy

Kathy Kemper

acted with “screams of joy, excitement,
pride, and a bit of incredulity” when

is still

each year,” she said. “We feel we're
going as a whole team, even those who

garnered the top seed, with Southern

Coach

Big

Georgetown

some recognition,” said McLaughlin,
who emphasized that team spirit in
what normally appears an individual
sport played a great role in the squad’s
success.
“The three year I've been on the
team, the spirit has developed more

record.

the way with a 15-1 singles record.
Fagan is 19-6 on the year; Federici is

season,

travel to the nationals as an alternate.
“This is our chance to finally get

ard sports a 28-1 career dual-match

each of the past two years, and Rich-

of a conference title.
With only three games left in the
East

out the six-

didn’t
The
fourth
Davis.

vanced to the quarterfinals in singles

future. The possibilities include first
place, second place or even third place

East wins. Be it a bases-loaded walk in

centage.

individual championships in singles and

the hill. Come tournament time, the
pitching problem could kill any hopes

fashion has been a hallmark of this
Hoya team. No longer graced with the

hero on this Hoya squad whom

be

Hoya staff remains as thin as it was at
the beginning of this year. Other than
Mickey McCully, whose ERA is under
2.00 and Bill Chesner, Geraciotti has
no one to follow Shebby and Kowal to

~ Winning the big games in dramatic

losses in the reasonably
‘Big East South Division.

as a team in doubles. Federici has ad-

can

the mound is worthy of mention, it
- also serves as a reminder that the

evidenced by the team’s 9-13 nonconference mark compared to a stellar
10-5 Big East record.

runner, Georgetown has managed
scrape out twice as many wins

shaky around second, his homer production at home has lifted GU on

Bruck

this season. While their consistency on

ciotti’s statements proved prophetic as

the last inning of a tied game

a bit

Although

Georgetown’s ten conference victories

Hilltop to take over the reins from
portance of the Hoyas’ Big East sche‘dule over nonconference games. Gera-

ever trip to the NCAA national championships. Georgetown will be the only

more than one Big East occasion.
Chris Shebby and Steve Kowal have
personally accounted for seven of

month, GU’s' bats. . . and fists will be
ready.
From the moment he arrived on the

Staff Writer

representative from the East region in
the eight team tournament.
In addition, junior co-captain Kathy
Federici and sophomore Penny Ricard
each received bids to compete in the

ner.

(6-3) round

woman
squad.
Junior
co-captain
Meaghan McLaughlin (5-4) will also

The Georgetown women’s tennis
team will be ending its tenure in Division II in style next week with a first-

of five is second baseman Glen Bruck-

did last season. When it comes time to
play for the big one in Bristol, CT next

Ken Kelly, Head Coach Larry Geraciotti stressed the overwhelming im-

HOYA

Lepnew. Georgetown’s clean-up hitter
has tanked nine taters at last count
including a dramatic seventh inning
home run blast that beat Seton Hall
last weekend. Continued power production from this junior would be a
plus for Georgetown in the tourney.
The final position player in the gang

every-day

baseball brawl: a lot of pushing and

Kelli Cawley

by Quin Hillyer

outdoor meet. Also,

on Friday Mann ran a 20.9 200m leg
on the Hoyas’ school-record setting
Sprint Medley Relay. This squad
clipped the old record by .02 seconds. Mann's two other contributions came in the 4x400m relay
which set a school record of 3:08.23
on Friday but promptly broke that
record Sunday runing 3.08.08. Mann
ran his 400m legs in 48.0 and 46.6
respectively.

